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Highlands Road Petition
May Decide By-Pass,Route

Kiddies Look Forward
To Big Egg Hunt
On Easter
What is Easter to me children
without an Easter-Egg hunt?
Nothing, decided the
Fulton
Lodge, Loyal Order of Moose . .
swan Easter-egg hunt we'll have
this year .. . the first here since
the war.
The event, open to an children
who are 13 years of age or under,
will be staged Easter afternoon at
Carr Park . . . where plenty of
good hiding placet-for nests will
be filled with gaily-colored Easter eggs for the kiddies to find.
Those who have, sharp eyes
may locate an extra ptize, too,
because
there will be at leastthree specially-colored eggs that
will bring their finders $5, $3 and
$2, the Moose Lodge announced
this week.
The hunt will begin at 2:30 p.
M., and participants within the
age limits are invited from
the
entire Fulton trade area.
A committee .from the Moose
Lodge to supervise the hunt include Preston Watts, L. B. Nelms,
Dan Henry, Robert Polsgrove, H
B. Reaves, and Louis Boaz.

Census Taking Starts Saturday;
Shuck Urges Full Cooperation

If the citizens of the Highlands, an
.unincorporated suburb of the
City of Fulton would petitibn the
Kentucky State Highway DepartLast week when the News was ment to route the proposed by-pass
4-Fifteen Enumerators Start Assembling Population
down Stephens Street (Main
working furiously on its special thoroughfare) it would have
a great bearing on the routing
of
and Housing Figures: Farm Acreage, Crops
that
fashion edition,"it appeared
TO
COLLECT
on proposed artery, the News learned reliably
today.
Thursday evening that time was
Livestock Questions To Prepare Facts
A surveying party presently investigating
getting away from us fast. With
the location of the
Tomorrow, April'1, 15 enumerators (census takers) will hit thee
an eight o'clock deadline at the proposed by-pass has been working in the
Highlands area for sevpostoffice (that's the new evening nal weeks, and although no definite
highways, by-ways, main streets and side streets of Fulton County
Any paper today!
sight has been settled Upon as
closing time) and the old faithful yet, consideration is being given
to assist Uncle Sam in his seventeenth decennial census.
If so, please
a short street parelling the main
give the
Boy
prbss
plugging
along in good Highlands thoroughfare. A large number
Those who have been selected to take the census from this
Scouts a helping hand and BE
of the residents of that
shape it looked like there would area are believed in
PREPARED" on Sunday April 2, county are: Mrs. Walter A. Voelpel, Mrs. Jewell Brady, Mrs. Elsie D..
favor of routing the by-pass .down
the main
be a photofinish to get them in , street; still there
to put out all old newspapers and Weaks, Mrs. Mary-Nelle Wright, and Mrs. Johanna M. Westpheling,,
are others who know from experience
that other
the postoffice. We called Postother scrap paper for the boys to all of Fulton.
master Jack Carter, who readily streets in the area would be hope-1 way or the other in
collect.'
the HighMrs. Rose G. Stewart, Mrs. Arnett W. Hendrix, Mrs. Nell S. Callessly neglected, whichever route
understood
our
predicament.
lands.
Elbert Johns, scout executive vin, William D. Biggs, Mrs. Marietta H. Reynolds and Mrs.
Edna
Jack promised that a man would is chosen.
The prospect of a by-pass near
ask whole-hearted cooperation in Carpenter Shaw, all of Hickman.
Since the Highlands is an unbe on hand when we got there
the city may eventually cause a
this drive. The last drive netted
Mrs.
Katherine
incorpora
M. Weatherspoon, RFD 4, Fulton; James Hi..
ted
section and little
with the papers, and even called
the boys more than $68 and that's Thompson Crutchfiel
face lifting in the pattern of bust,
d; Maurice C. Bondarant, RFD 4, Hickman; and
us during the evening to inquire loss of tourist trade is anticipated ness construction here in
a
lot
of
money
for
the
the
deserving
fufrom the routing of the proposed
Mrs. Blonnie Mae Mikel, RFD 1, Hickman.
of our progress.
We made the
fellows.
ture. Many communities have
by-pass,
no civic organization_ in
deadline, with seconds to spare
The main purpose for the unopened entire shopping districts
and found that not only had Jack the city has yet taken up the pro- on new strategic junctions
dertaking, as provided for in our
creatject
to have the road routed oneSympat
hy
kept a man waiting, but had put
Extend
ed
—
country's
constitution, 'is to deed by such by-passes.
on another man to assist with the
termine the population of each of
To W.E. Flippo Family
Fulton business
houses, long
big job of routing
the
the
News' 11 Local Ladies Attend
states as a basis for the di,
cramped for space, might
welThe many Fulton friends of W.
large
circulation, Si) it .could
vision among them co the 435
such business area for disP-TA District Meeting come
Union Citians will decide the seats in the House of Represents.
E. Flippo are sympathizing with
reach you on time.
play rooms, etc., downtown merhim in the loss of his sister, Mrs. question of TVA power on April tives. Some states will lose seats1,
Eleven local ladies were in at- chants reported.
Don Wheeler of Morely, Mo., who 27.
We print this story not only in tendance at the district meeting
some will gain. Kentucky is in
The
citizens of, the Highlands
The city commission, in regular danger of losing.
died Tuesday at the home of her
appreciation of the work done by of the Parent-Teachers Associahave
long been an energetic and
daughter- in Sikeston,
Jack and other extra fine em- tion when it met in Murray
Mo. She session at the city hall recentYou, as a citizen, will be interon progressive
group. In the organiapproved a resolu- ested in knowing that what
ly, formally
was 66.
ployees at the postoffice, but to Tuesday. They are:
you
zation
stage is the
Funeral services
Hikhlands
show that an efficient, accomowere held tion calling upon the Obion coun- tell the census taker is confidentMesdames J. E. Fall, Jr., Arch
Separate Water District intended
Plans being made by the West Thursday
commission to fix that ial. No information on any
election
ty
dating fellow can do his work Huddleston, Jr.,
afternoon
in
Morely.
Gilson Latta,
indiwell, no matter
and Mrs. date for a public referendum at vidual case can be released by ths
what the cir- Ward Bushart, Hendon Wright, to relieve the inadequate water Kentucky-Tennessee Fair Associ- Mr. and Mrs. Flippo
that area. ation to stage one of the South's Robert Fry of Union City
cumstances . . . even Uncle Sam. Leonard Allen and Robert Bin- flow and supply of
at- which citizens will express their Bureau of the Census to anyone.
interesting and elaborate tended the funeral.
desires on the question of wheth- not even the Internal
ford of West Fulton P-TA and Fred Sawyer, chairman of the most
Revenue
rapidly
The News
joins the
Never too late to learn depart- Mesdames J. E. Campbell, R. C. Highlands Water District told the fairs are going ahead
many er the city shall obtain electric Bureau or the FBI.
with
announce
News
the
power
ment
made
that
municipal
at
an application to the
to- friends of the family in extending
the
plant.
ment: While wading through the Hutchens, Charles Andrews and
You are
required by law to
The county election commission answer
volumes of study required for a Jodie Tanner from the East Ful- Reconstruction Finance Corpora- day by Foad Homra'that a huge tondolences to them in their hou,
the
questions of the
hog,
dairy
tion
requested
and
cattle
is
show
for
$25,000
is
to
of
in
proceed with issu- enumerator. If you
bereavement.
with which
to
census taker in rural areas, we ton P-TA.
refuse, you
making.
the
build
the
ing
a
call
new
and
setting
water
up the can be fined $100 or sentenced to
system in that
learned of a by-way in this counThe Congress called on its state
Prize
livestock
machinery
section
the
in
West
has
for
the
been
special
approved by the
elec- 60 days in jail.
ty called the "picture show road." board of managers to join in a I
"Three Little Pigs" tion.
f the RFC
d Kentucky and •Tennessee area
Upon inquiring of the peculiar statewide move. for a special sea- Louisville ff.
Actually, the 17th. Census conwill
be
exibited
Voters'
at
i
is
the
i
n
will
four-day
be
Washingto
asked
check
to
n now for further
name, we found that prior to its mon of the General Assembly to
sists of three censuses—populaProgram Planned
celebratio
n
one
with
an
processing
two
incentive
of
,
simple
statement
.
for
s,
"I tion, housing and
being paved, passage over the appropriate more money for the .
agriculture..
This Week-End
am in favor of TVA for Union City workers
A nigh official of the
State every phase of farm activity beroad was impossible without get- Kentucky COMMOIT school fund.
will include popuing
offered
City"
interested
to
-or
am
"I
iligheivay
not
exhibitin
favor
Departme
•
of
nt was in Fulting knee-deep in mud after
lation and housing in their quesa
The famous childhood story of 1TVA
for Union City."
ton last week conferring with lo- ors.
rain.
tions, while rural enumerators
With its
improvement,
"The Three Little Pigs" will be
WILL REVIEW PLAY
A'huge
agricultur
exhibit
al
cal.
esofficials
regarding
the promotorists can not only enjoy the
will include all three,
presented tonight (Friday) in the
The Drama Department of the
pecially
for
Robert
homemake
the
C.
Neely
Iposed
r
seaman,
is
by-pass.
USN,
He
stated
however
Fulton County's census. workjoy of a good road, but can go Fulton Woman's Club is
East wing of the Baptist Church of
likewise
sponsor-;
in
310
making
the
Taylor
with
Street,
that
Mr.
no
Fulton,
definite
Ky.,
sight
has
to the "picture show", without ing a review of
ers have been trained by, and are
been
by the music pupils of Mrs. Beu- is
current plays by settled upon
Homra
announcin
Presently
g
serving
that
a
huge
aboard
the
by
the
State Highthe fear of being stuck
under the direction of
lab S. Burnet*. ''
a mud- Mrs. Marcia Richardson Athey of
Joseph
heavy
:a house the
aircraft
way Department or the Federal tent will be secured.
carrier
USS (Buster) Shuck.
hole all night long. The road is Paducah, Aglril 13 at
Linda Siff Sams
will be the Franklin D. Roosevelt, which
3:30 p, m. engineers who will
exhibits,
assuring
dust
care
and
parbuild
the
Here is a complete list of the
in the lower end of the county. at the Club home.
road
narrator and Ann'Latta 'win play
protection for the
ticipated in Operation
food, hand- the
as a federal project.
Portrex, basic questions the census takers,
Proceeds will go into the fund
overture. The same program history's
work
and
household
greatest
objects
peacetime
planIt
was
the
mock
concensus
using
of
the normal forms, will ask:
High"Listen to those chimes! Aren't for drapes for the Club.
will be heard over Station WENK
amphibious air-borne assault.
' lands citizens interviewed by the ned for exhibition.
For Each Person
they beautiful? Such tone!"
Saturday morning at 9 a. m.
The Roosevelt took part in the 21.. Name
At the meeting of the Young
'News that property values on the
"Talk louder! Can't hear you
Fulton
citizens
are
urged
Winfrey Shepherd has.returned proposed routing,
to
atanti-submarine phase of the mawhatever the Men's Business Club, sponsors of tend the Friday performan
Relationship to head of housefor those confounded bells'.
from Paducah where he was
ce and neuvers and "attacked" the island
a final outcome, would be mater- the West - Kentucky - Tennessee tune
hold.
ex.
4. s
in
on
the
radio
patient in the I. C. Hospital.
presentati
on
of
Fair, held at Beelerton on TuesBermuda and Vieques prior to 3. Race.
ially increased.
The difference between amneon Saturday.
the.initial
day
night more plans were made
assault.
sia and magnesia is that the felto make this year's event even
5. Age
Ifirw with amnesia can't remember
larger
and more appealing than
6. Frtail status
where he is going.
the tremendously successful af7. State or country of birth
fair last year.
8. Citizenship status
A gesture that should be followBob White, president of the fair
9. Employment status last week
ed by every civic and cultural
announced recently that the horse
of every person 14 years of
organization
in tha
United
show
usually
held
in connection
age and over
States was made this week
in
with
the
fair
is
within
the "cir10. Occupation, industry, and
Fulton when
Robert J. Lamb,
cuit dates," thus promising the
Ten thousand
class of worker
chaplain of the American Legion
fuor hundred a list of winners see below).
largest
The
entry
list
Enough
of
any
horse
members to
assure ber of the assocation perdict that
For Every Fifth Person
distributed a beautiful poster in registrations were recorded last event was
organized for
show
one
ever
held
music
here.
lovers
Charles
of four concerts next not only will there
many colors urging parents
to Friday and Saturday by fifteen weekend only, and will not be re- Gregory, popular
be a full scale 11. State, county, and farm-non.season
local
horse
is
the
fangoal of Mrs. Parks campaign of renewals,
farm residence a year ago
teach their children the need of Fulton stores who offered free peated this
but hundweek,
although cier is chairman of the
horse Weaks, second vice-president and reds more are expected
prayer. The poster says, "Ameri- awards to visitors . . . the only another similar one
to join the 12. Country of birth of father and
is planned for show committee ... an indication general membership chairman
of association.
mother
can society may collapse for want requirements for
eligibility to the opening of the fall -fashion that all
is well in the horse show the Fulton Community Concert
of loyalty, decency, honesty and win being that each person enter season, with
An important meeting of the 13. Highest grade of school atmany
addiitonal
departmen
t
of
the
Fair
AssociaAssociatio
n,
whose
annual drive concert
unselfishness."
tended
How very true each store and fill out a free stores planning to participat
association"will be held
e in tion.
for members starts with a kickthis statement is, and how very ticket.
tonight at the Fulton Bank to 14 School attendance
the free prize-giving.
Advertisi
ng
in
the
catalogue
off
dinner
is
at
the
Cumberland draw
great is the need for the daily
The event, originated and orup a constitution and by- For Every Fifth Person 14 Yeass
The purpose of last weekend's being secured daily with many Presbyteri
an
Church
Monday laws for
practice of praying. Congratula- ganized by the News, was termed promotion
of Age and Over
the organization, as
was to ehcourage in- firms participating in this pro- night. Mrs. Weaks is
being assist- well as
"highly successful" by all partici- town and
tions, American Legion.
to make final plans for 15. Duration of unemployment
out-of-town
ject
to
Easter
a
larger
extent
than
ed
in
last
the
drive
by
Mrs.
16. Number of weeks worked in
William the .all-out
pating stores, and
pre-Easter shoppers to visit the many tine year.
membership drive,
McDade and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak
ready-to-wear business through- showings of
1949
which starts on April 4.
Singing Convention At out
spring merchandise
In case you haven't done so ... as assistant chairmen.
17. Income received in 1949 from:
the city was excellent, stores being offered
locally, and it
Although the actual drive does
is July 26-20 of this year should be
When the curtain was drawn
Dukedom April 1 and 2 reported. A steady stream of hoped
(a) wages or
salaries; (b)
that
those who
vsited marked with red letters on your on the final concert of the 1949- not get underway
until
next
own business, profession, or
shoppers and visitors kept most downtown last
weekend will re- "must" calendar of events.
Tuesday, tickets will be on sale
The Weakley
County singing stores humming
1950
series
last
night,
Fulton's
farm; (c) interest, dividezule,
over the week- turn often and keep the Shop
convention will be held Saturday
-Infirst Community Concert series following the concert Thursday
end.
Fulton Itabit!
night and anyone desiring to join
and Sunday, April 1st and ,2nd
Mrs. Ernest Bell has returned came to a close with the last
(Continue
d On Page Five)
of
The awards were made by all
at the Welch School at Dukedom,
Following is a list of stores who from a visit with her daughter, three brilliant presentations. The may do so then.
stores following drawings at five
Mrs. Curleton Wilkes and family first concert series was enormous
Officers for the Fulton
with -three
outstanding groups
Como'clock Saturday afternoon. (For
(Continue on page five)
in Memphis.
and many other 'Singers invited to
ly successful. Officers and memA. Huddleston Receives
(Continued on Page Ten)
attend.
Among the special groups inKU Award for Lighting
vited are the "Jordanaires" from
There's an awful lot of bright
'Nashville; the
"Friendly Five"
spots in homes around these parts
from Union City and the 'Wyman
due to the A. Huddleston HardTrio" from Dublin.
By Mary-Nelle Wright
until I'm sure it is saying "get do you know? Leon said
ware Company and because of
the hail has been utilized for flower rais- response.
The program each of the two
Mary's flowers have that the Kentucky
As soon as the
,sun out", and away from inside wor- got the crab apples
good
ole
Utilities has
days will begin at 10: a. m. and
and the sun ing. The deep pink
hyacinths, been the
inspiration for many awarded the firm a
$50 prize.
windows ries to see all the beauty on the hasn't been
conclude at 4: p. m., with lunch starts shining in the
out quite long enough' blue hyacinths and
table
decorations
yellow jon- beautiful
The
popular and long establishserved at noon
recess by the with its invigorating tendencies, outside.
for the peach trees ... so we'll go quils make a picture of beauty in around Fulton, to say nothing of ed hardware company sold 9,014
Welch School P. T. A.
notwithstanding,
we
the good cheer they have been to light bulbs
Hadacol
Once we're out, we're a little back there
after Old Sol has delicate pastel.
in a three .rannths perAll singers and lovers of good know that roaring March
shut-ins.
has disillusioned when we see how given out with a few more vitaiod, Rube McKnight district KU
All along the steps and walk in
Gospel mu* are invited to at- given sway to the little lamb that much work there is to do in our mins.
Dorothy Edwards tells us that manager
advised.
the Bert Newhouse
yard
the she and Happy's mother
tend.
brings in April. The waning days own yard, but then, that can wait,
have put
When the lights -'1 on all over
At the Lynn Taylor home there creeping phlox is beginning
to on many a revealing
of March puts us on the thres- it's much nicer to walk down by weren't so many flowers because
wrinkle
the
house,
many o' tin have
transform it into a fairyland. The while
A.,
playing the off-again-on- Huddleston to thank.
hold of the season when all Na- the Tom Boaz home and see if the yard is completely filled
Bear lip Chillun!
with beautiful tulip tree and the other again
winwith those boards that covMrsa Boaz is out digging away all kinds of swings
hire yawns lushly from the
and
sand
boxflowering
shrubs. in
No School On
Martha er their sweet pea beds.
ter lethargy and awakens to the with pick and shovel. Or perhaps es for
We didn't
little
Bill
Leneave's Smith's yard is a reminder
Take Back V- --$ qigh!
of see them during this week's
dawn of a new life . . almost. she will be transplanting plants pleasure.
unApril 13-li
all the loving care the late Mrs. predictable
or
income
moving
March . . the month of
snow, but we could
a shrub to make things
Junior's'hoot
across from the Taylor's is the Smith gave that yard.
•
Bad news for the kiddies!
almost see them toting the boards
taxes, mud, sleet and wind, hail- a little prettier. We
didn't see oew brick residence of the H. E.
In Mildred Huddleston Ander- to cover this
Age Changed
Supt. W. L. Holland of the Ful- storms, crocuses and
daffodils. her though.
fragile bit of hortiJohnsons looking ,so very new son's yard that beautiful old pear
ton City School system has de- There's nothing
culture.
about
We thought maybe Mrs. Ernest and clean.
prosy
Junior
and Sister, too, will stay
tree has been a spring landmark
clared April 137l4 a school holi- March.
Those forsythia hushes in BetBell was a little weary of making
As we passed the...Sidney ROO! all these years. Then we found
to mamma's hair a few months
a
day so, that members of the fee.tie
Louise
But pow that April's ere, our those lovely
Reed's
back yard are -longer beginning next
hooked rugs and home we
wendetlal dot:Plower contrast in the pink blossoms of
school year
ulty May attend the annual sed- thoughte turd to
still blooming. Its a funny thing
beds, would be out among her flowers. would have half a ellaneeMt
fI6w
with thc pnnouncernent made heah all some peach trees in the L J. Mor- about
skin of the Kentucky Educatidn lawn cleaning, ahub pruni
'those
and We were
bushes
disappointed
. . . they're day by Supt. W. L. Holland
again the boys so triterelatedcki 'their ris
that
badrami'd.
Association.
just like. 'ropey, . . they just
all the'dozed% if little Olkilp to when / was told that Mrs. Bell marble game. In the John
youngsters mod
Melton
Good oie Mary Latta has spent grow and grow
panned
have
This year's session is vita to be di/norm/96the borne:
was spending a day in Memphis yard there is
without coaxing. their sixth lairtlulaY
large
tree
commost
on
of
Septemthe
Spring
worrying
school teachers and parents alike,
And speaking of ecnixIng
Yes,,,Ve the time when the with her daughter, Mrs. Carlton pletely covered
. it ber 1, 1950 in order to be alba&
with ivy that whether or not her roses will be is
with this in mind that I appeal
since the all
important State woodyfork in the
living tooth
tells the story of someone who able to
ted to the school.
withstand
the
heavy to the weatherman to
school appropriations will be an needs
Kathryn and Leon Browder's must have been very patient
new coat of paint, when
/et the sun
Heretofore die age requirement
to rains we have had this Spring, shine at le,ast
important item of discussion.
the lamp shades
won't let the yard always holds a special pla(4 train ivy in this unique way.
during
the time the has been to have peened the sixth
winter. No doubt the roses will News hits
Bear up under it, school kids. light come through and the cur- among flower lovers because of
the
street.
Twouldn't be birthday by January of the yoke
DoWn the street a little further come through with flying
colors much tun reading of Spring
School will start again the follow- tains have a sad droop. But the those beautiful flowering
while following.
' crab we found Mrs. Jim Hutcherson's but Mary is not so sure
that her the hail.and snow beat
ing week.
clock on the wall just ticks away apple and peach trees, but what yard where every available
against
What a
differen, a
space nerves will meet with the same the windowsill
few
.
months will make,
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CANDY KISSES
Just what would certain types of radio
programs do right now without the very poplar song "Candy Kisses"? Some,of the hillbilly
singers would almost have to go out of business. The song has a catchy air,..1,must admit
even though most of the younger generation
can never know at first hand what is all wrapped up in the title.
Back when we were all either in or of the
country, there used to be a type of candy called kisses. Any kind of candy was a treat at
that time, and these special pieces were suppose to be the very best. Each kiss was a small
block of chewy stuff wrapped in waxed paper, just as the song says. There is certainly
nothing odd or rare about that today, though
then it was rare that any candy was protected

Census Is Vital :

Co-Operate!
Come this Saturday, April 1, Uncle Sam
-will get started on his every ten year job of
counting his chillun. After five days of deligent study, 15 Fulton Countians will get startthe
task of taking
ed on the tremendous
seventeenth decennial census. Trained under
the capable direction of Joseph Shuck, county supervisor, the enumerators are prepared
not only to count noses, but to gather as many
as 333 agricultural facts on one large questionnaire.
The men and women who will call on you
within the next few weeks are certainly not
prying. Hardly! Few pepole would ever cram
• eir minds with so many technical questions
aid answers just to find out if there are such
things as sanitary facilities on your premises,
txr how many pigs will be farrowed next year,
what your income was last year. They're
*too busy filling out forms to remember_
The jobs they have undertaken are vital
factors in compiling thousands of very useful
statistics on which a sound national economy
must be built.
Elsewhere in this week's News is a sampling of the type of questions the enumerators
will ask you. Cooperate with them to the fullea. extent Be ready to give them the answers
to the questions they ask so that they may
aria .ve on to the next household or the next
lk 7m. And don't be thinking that they are on
They're not
lJ cle Sam's lush payroll list_
Ti .sir pay depends on the number of forms

If led in ace ur.ately_
So beginning Saturday put yourself in a
• ime of mind to cooperate wholeheartedly
w th the census-taker. If the questions seem
it elevant to you, they're mighty important

against dirt and insects. The taste of the candy
remember, but that soon
was something to
vanished. What remained longer was the tiny
scrap of paper in each kiss that contained a
few lines of sweetish poetry. It was the custom to keep these scraps, often on a pin tray
in the front room. Visitors could read them
over and compare them with others that he
often
had owned or seen. They probably
bridged a gap between two bashful youngsters
that had gradually come to like each other. I
have seen piles of these luscious poems carefully preserved for years. They furnished
many a swain with some sweet thymes when
he was called on to write in some young lady's
autograph album. Long before one had arrived at an age when he would even be invited
into a front room he could use these same
rinstance, at school
rhymes, to
honeyed
when he would be writing a forbidden note to
his girl of the day. I have seen some of the
very pr.nted rhymes themselves intercepted
by some hard-hearted teacher who apparently
had forgotten when she reddened with joy
when some similar rhyme had been passed
furtively to her. Somewhere, I hope, some
born collector has stored a lot of these rhymes,
often grubby and sticky from the hands that
first unwrapped them, hands now long wrinkled and bony, if not peacefully folded in a
long rest.
Candy kisses and their rhymes sweetened
many a life otherwise pretty sour and austere.
The little rhymes, as I have said, found their
way into the parlor and reposed in a tray near
the stereoscope and its marvelous
pictures.
Aesthetic opportunities were scarce in those
days, so scarce that even these small things
added some color to a drabness that was sometimes appalling. Emotions were frowned upon,
usually, so that one had to steal his light moments.

4.1 the Department of Ccwince.
DON'T MISS YOUR BIG CHANCE!
BY REV. JAMES KELLER

Healthy Problems

A wealthy young couple walked into a
large orphanage one day to adopt two chil-

Learned First - Hand
Over 300 Citizens

Health

dren. They gladly filled out forms and gave
vital statistics, while the officials of the insti-

Committee

members and other "well wishers of Kentucky
and her people" attended the second annual
Citizens Health Conference, held at the Warren Memorial Church in Louisville on March

Public health experts spoke on current
statewide matters such as the needs of the
aging population, medical care prepayment,
hospital and health unit construction, community resources and rural and urban health
programs.
Practical questions on local health problems were brought up and fully discussed.
We have no health unit; how do we get one?
Where 'can we get a full time health officer?
How much money will we have to raise to
build a new home bar the health unit. How
much federal assistance is available?
Why
don't our rural schools have better sanitation?
What is the best way to obtain examination of
children as required by the

school

health

cade? Answers came from other citizens who
had helped solve these

problems in

other

counties. Experts furnished technical information. There was lively and spirited
change of ideas.
The Citizens Health Conference is an example of how interested citizens may take an
active part in learning the facts on statewide
aspects of health..
Each county Citizens Health Committee
should study carefully its local needs.

The

Committee will thee be able to represent the
people, to advise and to :assist the local health
emit Committee action ix needeiffor improving health in nu* malty
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Kentucky.

tution did their best to make the visitors comfortable.
Finally, the director, beaming with satisfaction, said: "Now we'll show you two of the
nicest children in the orphanage."
quickly and then reThe wife turned
marked kindly but firm: "Oh, please, no! We
don't,want the nicest children; we want two
that nobody else would take."
We naturally choose to associate with people we like, those who are most congenial.
But we are missing something important in

widespread purchase of votes — by; one 1.ttle drop of water, the
a great forces of oppression, trythat they might never have
chance to sell another vote? That ' anny and power will concentrate
little hole and break the
a malicious power need gain con- on that
down.
trol of our nation for a short time whole thing
mentioned
is
This
right now
it
hold
and
control
to seize
through force? And eliminate all because its primary time. In the
next few weeks many men will
elections?
That might seem to you to be file for offices. We hope they'll
be good men, at least some of
far-fetched. It ser'ins very real to
me. It was not so many years ago them. And that free voters will
serious talk of - take advantage of their freedom,
that there was
providing "A Man On A White -thumb their noses at the dictates
Horse" with an army of. half a of entrenched political machines
million and having him sMze—by and nominate and elect men fit to
government serve their local
communities,
force—the national
If their states and their nation.
fiom Franklin D. Roosevelt.
you remember that, you know
there is a real threat.
What it all boils down to is that
we have taken our freedom too
asMuch for. granted. We just
sume that the Constitution guarmake our nation
antees which
different. That is a bad assumption.
We saw a mis-guided individual, Senator Freeman Robinson,
try to burn the books at the last
General Motor
session of our state legislature.
Body Repair Work
KenHe tried to wipe out, In
tucky, freedom of press.
The first step Of tyranny may
seem a small one, just an insignidoesn't
which
icant little step
mean anything, and which we can
retrace—we think—any time we
Paschall St. (Martin 111-way)
please. But it doesn't work that
PHONES: 1655, 1528
way.
Once the dike is broken, even

of the various stops (there are only a half
dozen), I turned to the man next to me and
asked: "Can you tell me the name of this
station?"
"Sorry, I can't," the stranger replied. "I've
been riding this line for fifteen years and
where I get on and
only know two stops:
where I get off."
their
There are many people who
They concern
horizons as did this traveler.
themselves wEth serving their own souls —
which is of first' importance—but fail to concern themselves with trying to save the souls'
of others—which, in God's eyes, they are duty
bound to do. They think merely in terms of
two "stops": their
origin and last destiny.
They overlook the "stations" along the way,
crowded with human beings who are searching for God.
Being a bearer of Christ not only means
knowing where you come from and where
you are going. It also means helping others
find their way to an eternity offi peace with
God in Heaven.
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'There's a rule against taking company tools home,
Gherkin!"

P'rom The Files:

WILSON'S GARAGE

`76vtoginf Bach Tke Clock
More than 1000 men, working
day and night, have completed
the giant power plant and dam
on Kentucky's Dix River, and the
lake is now being filled. The development, known as the HydroElectric Company, is owned by a
subsidiary of the Kentucky Utilities Company. Samuel Insull,_is
chairman and Martin Insull president of the subsidiary.

April 3, 1925:
Mr. T. D. Dalton, who is blackCentral,
smith for the Illinois
has returned from the I. C. Hospital,at Paducah.
W. IL Spradlin has purchased
the tobacco chute' property near
Lake Street bridge . . . . Chas.
E. Holloway & Co., has purchased
tobacco barn
the J. W. Lewis
property at the corner of Second
an
& Carr, and plans to erect
apartment house . , . the Read &
divided
inLittle garage has bgen
to 2 sections to taTe care of in. . local to'creased business
bacco barn receipts were heaviest
of the season last week, 281,000
pounds being received.'
Rev. C. H. Warren announced
to his congregation at the First
Baptist Church last Sunday that
the note at the bank had been
church
the new
paid off and
building was free of all indebtedness.
the
H. L. Hardy, manager of
Hardy taxi service, added a new
Overland to his fleet of cars last
week.
The Estes Motor Company, Fulton dealers for Willys-Knight and
Overland, have contracted for six
carloads of 4 and 6-cylinder cars
of both makes. Their handsome
located on
place of busness is
State Line near the 0. K. Steam
Laundry.

it

April 4,.1930:
The Illinois Central will spend
approximately ten million dollars
on new rolling stock, announced
President L. A. Downs this week.
k

Le

r glowing health
And long endurance
ItAilk a your very
Best Ansur•nce.

First
district
units of the
American Legion auxiliary met
the
this week In Paducah, with
following Fultonians attending:
Snow,
Mrs.
Earl
TayMrs. J. R.
lor, Mrs. C. C. Parker, Mrs. B. 0.
Copeland, Mrs. N. E Houston,
Mrs. H. B. Houston, Mrs. J. T.
Jordan, Mrs. Sam Winston, Mrs.
Ray Graham,-Jr., Mrs.
Ward
McClellan, Mrs. T. B. Neely, Mrs.
C.- C. Weatherspoon, Mrs. J . L.
Weatherspoon, Mrs. U. G. DeMyer, Mrs. W. W. Morris, Mrs.
L. H. Howard and
Mrs. J. C.
Sruggs.

Gt

Bu

Lawson Roper, president of the
Fulton Lions Club,
announced
this week that thousands of eggs
and hundreds of prizes will
be
awarded in this year's easter egg
hunt, sponsored by the club.

officials
Enumerators
and
in
chosen for TKe 1930 census
The seventh-month honor roll Fulton county include the followat Crutchfield school, announced ing: Howard S. Stansbury
and
this week, included the following: Mrs. Ann Hornbeak, Fulton; Vic5th grade: Nora Mae Vancleave, tor Finch, District No. 1, George
Eva Elliott and Mozelle Brown;' Hollis Strother, Clyde A. Will6th grade: Clella Elliott, Noarna iams, Henry C. Roney, Claud S.
Barber, Louise Inman, Madgaline Owen and Marshall
McDaniel,
Moore, Rachel Jr.; rural areas, and Miss Frances
Veatch, Marie
Hardison and Edna Childers: 7th C. Johnson and Miss Florence L.
grade: Sarah
Underwood and Smith, Hickman.
Louise Brown; 8th grade: William McClanahan, Herbert Snow,
Current school plays at BeelPercy Veatch, Edgtirr VanCleave erton include
"A
Henpecked
and Gertrude Howard.
Hero"
and "The Hoodooed Coon."
-
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—because they're the only house paints
made with special "Vitalized Oils" to
give you live-paint protection!

- Dick Oberlin:

rhoos• only th• best quality point far painting
I...your home

life if we do not try to go beyond this limited
circle. Every follower of Christ is entrusted
with a portion of His love that he is expected
to share with others, especially with those who
have little of it and therefore need it most.
Some time ago I took a trip on the Hudson and Manhattan Transit System. During
the journey, not being familiar with the name

mew

th•rei'• re•I economy In using long-

•r lasting, batter looking, Pittsburgh Points. W•
carry a full lin• of Pittsburgh Paints foe ovary type
pointoble surface.

the
most revealing been chosen to speak for
One of the
citizenship — or group. He said he would do it,
stories about
he
lack of it—which has come to my but only on condition that
was speakng.
attention in a good many days knew whom he
was told recently by Rogers Mor- Then he demanded to know how
ton, a young man who is built like many of these important personnation
a football coach's dream of what ages from all over the
a tackle should look like. Rogers were registered voters. Of the 51
is about six and a half feet tall, present, only 29 were registered.
weigh 280 solid And, in reply to his next quesand he must
tion, he learned that onlY*18 had
pounds.
He is the president of a Louis- taken the trouble to vote in the
-ville flour milling firm—and very last presidential election..
In a tone of extreme
disgust,
young for such a responsible position. He is a prOpeety owner. And Mr. Morton said: "Instead of gomore,than averagely interested in ing to Washington, I turned right
a around and came home."
politics Since his brother is
It is unfortunate that more men
member of Congress—the RepreThrid Con- of his stature don't take the
sentative from the
trouble to find out the kind of
gressional District.
It was all these things which people with whom they are assobeing ciating.
resulted in Mr. Morton
It has been said before in this
chosen by the real estate lobby
to be its spokesman before a Con- ----Column in The News that the ongressional committee. He had ly way we, the American people,
qualification for being a can lose our liberty is by giving
every
it up. And that appears to be
first class spokesman.
The lobbyists who were going what we're trying to do.
It is no secret that thousands
a
to descend on Washington in
will sell their
in of Kentuckians
body (the real estate lobby
notorious for doing things, in the vote, their most sacred privilege
worst possible way—it has been as a citizen of this free nation, to
Its own worst enemy for several the highest bidder. Did any of
years now) met by pre-arrange- these ever pause to consider that
if the wrong person gets control
ment in New York City.
that of our federal government —
It was at this
meeting
happen
through
Rogers discovered that he had which could

Ni
SUN-PROOF-- Superior exterior
Pinot contain• "vitoliced
Primer seals thoroughly—Finishing coat stays live, tough, end
elastic

ca

$5.13

WALLNIDE—

Wonder working
ad base paint—covens any surface
—uniform rich sheen costing—
flan be washed repeatedly

FlORHIDE — The

Floor Paint
that withatand• heavy foot traffic_ Ilfle It on floors and Steps of
wood, cement, metal or worn linoleum

WATERSPAR ENAMEL—Quick-

II

drying Rnamel—gives woodwork
•nd fo rniture new be•uty•nd added life:- resists marring—cleans

Corns In today for FREI bookie:
"Color Dynamics for Your Horne"

FULTON PAINT & GLASS COMPANY
210 Church Street

Phone 909
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SAMMYE LEE WILLIAMS
WEDS THOMAS GLASGOW
IN LOVELY CEREMONY

the construction business in Dres- the Fulton Hospital,
is slowly imden.
proving.
Immediately
following
the
ceremony the couple left on a
ROCK SPRINGS
southern wedding trip.
Nettie Lee Copelen
MRS. HOLLAND
Mrs.
James Veatch and . Mrs.
HOSTESS TO
Turney Byrd visited Mrs. RichBRIDGE CLUB
ard Purcell Monday.
Mrs. W. L. Holland
compliMr. and Mrs. Leamon
Elliott
mented the
members of .her visited Mr. and
Mrs. Pressie
Thursday night bridge club and Moore and family
Monday.
two guests, Mrs. H. L Bushart
Mrs. Arnie Brown shopped in
and Mrs. Uel Killebrew with
a Mayfield Wednesday.
•
lovely dinner party at her home
Mrs. Nora
Copelen returned
on Jefferson street.
home from Pryorsburg WednesA delicicius dinner was served day after spending Several days
at the prettily appointed dining with relatives.
,
table which held a
Mrs. Gladys Yates spent Friday
center arrangement of forsythia in a gold with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
bowl.
Pressie Moore and family.
Mrs. Thelma Dillon and girls
Games of bridge were enjoyed
spent
Thursday afternoon with
during the evening. Mrs. Howard
Marshall
Moore.
Edwards was high scorer for the
members and Mrs. Horton Baird,
low. Mrs. Bushart was guest high.
Members playing
were Mesdames, Edwards, Baird, Homer
Wilson, Maxwell McDade, William Blackstone and Russ Anderson.

The impressive double ring
ceremony was performed by the
Rev. Lewis D. Ferrell, pastor of
The First Baptist Church was the church.
the scene of a wedding of simpliThe attractive
bride wore a
city
gabardine
Fricipy
afternoon at two spring suit of pink
-thirty, March 24 when Miss Sam- I with grey and black accessories
and a purple orchid corsage.
mye Lee Williams, daughter of
Miss Bettye Sue Williams, sisMr. and Mrs. Sam Williams be- ter of the bride, was maid of honcame the bride of Thomas A. or. She wore a spring model of
,Glasgow, son of Mr. and Mrs. I. printed crepe with Navy, accessC. Glasgow of Dresden, Tenn.
ories and a corsage of pink camellias.
Stow Glasgow, brother of the
Accurate....
groom, served as best man.
WORKMANSHIP
Mrs. Glasgow is a graduate of
.... At Low Cost I Fulton High and attended BusiJackson, Tenn.
Watches, Clocks a n d Time nessCollege in
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately 1For the past few years she has
been employed at the Southern
Repaired at Low Cost by—
Bell Telephone Company.
ANDREWS
Mr. Glasgow is a graduate of
Dresden High
School and he is
Jewelry Company
now associated with his father in
,T..,!fiv!;1,111Ililill!!!M1119911!!!!IIIIIIIMITIIIPIIIII1111111111111111111111$11R
LILY B. ALLEN
ENTERTAINS
BRIDGE CLUB

IMP

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
408 Eddings Street

Ann W hitnel

Ralph Breeden

Licensed Funeral Director

Apprentice Funeral Director

P. C. Jones,
Licensed Funeral Director and Embalmer.
•

For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
ollaraet Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Itailsolky Funeral Directors' Burial AisoolatIon,

LENNOX
OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Olive Street

Fulton, Ky.
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Special!

Budget

TNIS PULL-SIZE, TOP QUALITY

Miss Lily B. Allen entertained
Thursday night bridge club
at her home on Taylor street.
Progressions of contract were
enjoyed during the evening. At
the conclusion of the games Mrs.
Ardell Sams was awarded high
score prize and Mrs. Eula Mulford won the bridge bingo prize.
The hostess served a sandwich
plate to Mesdames, Sams, Mulford, Gerald
Rachel, Hugh Fly
and Howard Strange and Misses
Mary Anderson, Tommy
Nell
Gates and Adolphus Latta.

Mrs. Delma Shelton and baby
spent Thursday
with Misses
Narie and Marie Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore,
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Yates and
Mr. and Mrs. Leamon
Elliott
visited relatives Sunday in Huntington, Tenn.

!
THE MAYRIf
AUTOMATIC
WASHER
Set It. Forget It.
Maytag does all
the work. See it
today.
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BENNETT ELECTRIC

E.
,
PTurt
Lao Oe.r.

!? 1 7 Main

Fulton

Get your seed bed
ready FAST...

Red Gorse Shoes the bub
with extra reinforcements—
sad stand the woe of active
thew let es lb your boy on
ort with the tight pair with.
tit* Prim

the

MRS. WEARS
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Louis Weaks entertained
the members of her bridge club
and two guests, Mrs. G. J. Willingham of Chicago and Mrs. Fred
Gibson Thursday
afternoon at
her home on Third street.
,Following several progressions
of contract, Mrs. All
Hornbeak
received high club prize and Mrs.
Gibson high guests. Mrs. Willingham was given a guest gift.
The hostess served
delicious
refreshments at the conclusion of
the games.

leatIsealle Athertbed
RECCars ad Panel(

Let us check your
Disk -harrow NOW1
NEW DISC
HARROWS

• Hitch owl hitch peels
• Frame and weight boxes
tif Scrapers and disk blades

on hand for
immediate
delivery

• Spooks and bearosse
• Sectring standee&
• Arbor bolts

For Sloe Perierwome• in is. i-o•Iti Get IH

NI 5-STAR1 PAUL NAILLING IMP. CO.
SERVICE

314

Walnut St.

•
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0
s
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CONDITION
Ford A-I used cars ore sold to yes
only alter having been checked and
'litho:lied from bumper to bumper.
, They're thoroughly pose over by
our own Pord-kairthd Mechanks—the
bed mechonks in !ord.!

No maths. what Ow make,
model, or year of the A-1
used car you buy, you can
be sure of getting on A-1
value. You con bis sure of
getting the mod of everything.

NOW YOU CAN BE SURI
OF GETTING THE BEST
IN USED CARS—AND ONLY
YOUR FORD DEALER OFFERS
YOU THIS NEW YARDSTICK.
BEFORE IT'S SOLD EVERY CAR
MUST BE 4...ts..
4-> IN EVERY WAY!
\

Repairing
You'll never finds
than this one! .

bigger, better buy

We offer you a genuine 1950 Hotpoint Electric Range at a market.
shattering price—payable on the easi•
eat terms in town! All the joys of
cooking electrically can be yours, yet
your budget will hardly notice the
difference! Come in and judge for
yourself!

j

ilecustlatweIT

the Makers of
America's leading
Electric Ranges

•DEEPWELL COOKER
•CALROD. UNITS
•10-SPEED BROKER
•1-PIRCE STEIL BODY
•PORCELAIN FINISH

LooKTotaLpQlnt FOR UN PGMEST —FIRST!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 201

•

Main Street

I. have moved
shop from the City
Electric Ccitripany to
113 Washington St.
(across from the
telephone office).
Same prompt service, careful attention. Bring me your
troubles. •

"HAM'S"
RADIO CENTER
M. E. (liam) Ethridge
Phone 455
Fulton

FIJLTON
ASIONMS

VALUE

RADIO

FRY'S SHOE STORE

Fulton

220 LAKE STRFZT

Town Topics
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Glasgow have returned from a wedding trip to Biloxi and Gulfport,
Miss., and New Orleans.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Liebenwood
and Miss Martha Stevenson
of
Memphis visited Mrs. E. M. Vaden for a short while Sunday.
Little Donnie
McKnight, who
has been ill of pneumonia, has
been dismissed from Haws Hospital and is doing nicely at
his
home on Jefferson street.
Mrs. J. S. Mills has returned
from a visit with her daughter in
Chicago.
Mrs. Charlotte Smith and J. E.
Melton visited in Mayfield and
Murray Sunday.
Capt. and Mrs. Carl
Fortner
and children, Kathryn and Danny Ray, have returned to their
home in Columbus, Ga., after a
visit with her mother, Mrs. Minnie Bell.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Curlin
of
Louisville were guests last week
of Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade at their home on
Third
street.
Mrs. Fred Homra and children,
Pam and Ronnie, have returned
froin a visit with her sister and
family in Columbus, Ohio.
Mrs. Argin Baird, who has been
quite ill of virus pneumonia in

, $2.95 TO $5,95

OW/ SBOID

of-/
DIAL

PERFORMANCI
Our A-1 used cars have what it takes to gine
you rotes and miles of carefree operatio,.
wtth gaiety and economy. Our reputation
rides with every one we sell.

W. honestly believe—and Air& you will, too
—diet dollar for dollar, yoo'll get the best
possible deal in one of our used corn. liberal
trade-ins, easy terms. Come hi and look over
the wide selection he hos for you to choose
frond

11/041,6ril
8E
J V CASH MOTOR COMPANY
4

MAY FIELD HIGHWAY

FULTOPil

PHONE 42

'
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Joseph Williams Scores In Recital Hall

Kansas, Charles Huddleston and
Arch Huddleston, Sr., spent Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus
Brevard near Union City.

Mr.
. Mrs. Ben Evans visited
•
Joseph Brent Williams . . . . ecuted these selections with ease. plete translation.
Mr. Williams sang his French Walker, Fulton, are the parents Evans Wednesday, who is a pahere are legion As is often the case with many
whoe friends
understanding. t of a six pound, eight ounce 'son, tient in the I. C. Hospital in Paand whose favorable press notices Powerful voices, he encountered and German with
The nasals in his French songs I Oran Charles, Jr., born March 28 ducah. He is slowly improving,
are getting just as numerous,
when he sang softly. could have been better, but on I at 9:19 a. m. at the Fulton Hosscored again recently when the difficulty
ADVERTISEMENT
Monitor re- His voice lacked luster and musi- the whole his-diction was clear. pital.
Christian Science
Collier,
Mr. and Mrs. Estes
viewed his concert at Recital Hall •ial quality. This was noticeable His stage deportment was good,
•:thiefly in his opening group of although slightly informal. His Fulton, Route 4, announce the
in Boston ori January 25.
The paper had this to say of songs, however, and as the even- manner was poised and unaffect- birth.of a 'nine pound, twelve
Meredith was a ounce baby.. girl, Katie Carolyn
• ng progressed his voice assumed ed. Madeline
him.
a more natural unity of tone pro- sensitive and capable accompan- born March r at the Fulton HosBrent Williams' Recital
ist.
pital.
A large and appreciative audi- jection.
B. L.
by
and Mrs. Billy Williams,
heard a song recital
ence
translation
English
He sang an
Clinton, annonnce the birth of a
Brent Williams last evening in by Boris poldovsky of the.Gluck
For the first time in history,
MRS.
POE
six pound, twelve ounce daugh- mankind has a real weapon
The Recital Hall of the New Eng- aria. This was well done. It is a
HOSTESS TO
ter, Sherran Doris, beim March against the common cold, since
land Conservatory or Music. For simple but
piece of BRIDGE CLUB
difficult
time began, man has suffered the
27 at the Fulton Hospital.
the most part the program was •mtisc. Melodically,- it is not too
BiEinult; yearly nuisance of colds. • Colds
Mr. and Mrs. Carl
made up of English songs.
Mrs. J. A. Poe was gracious
exacting, but its proper interprehave spoiled our enjoyment of
performer's hostess to ,the Friday afternoon Gleason, Route 2, announce the winter, lost time for us at work
It was apparent from the out- tation depends on the
home on Pearl birth of a six pound, fourteen and made us feel miserable, but
at
her
phrase,
to
bridge
club
stiatain
a
ability
to
set that Mr. Williams' voice could
ounce daughter,- Janie Sue born now you can get the New Safe
proper Street
fill an auditorium many times the breathe correctly, and use
March
27 at Sones Hospital.
Antihistamine caned LIMICOL
and
shading.
nuance
Treas,
Joe
Mrs.
Four guests,
sine of Recital Hall. It is big, rich,
Mrs. W. B. Fuller is visiting Mr. TABLETS STOP COLDS. Results
Morgan Omar, Mrs. Randand virile. It is a true tenor, howDetroit,
often felt within hours.
In his interpretation of Lieder Ara
Laster
in
are
and Mrs. Sam
all Burcham and Mrs. Thomas
ever, in quality and range.
and French art songs it was apthe and her new grandson, Gary Bryincluded
in
more will it be necesssary
No
Mahan
were
--In his opening numbers it was parent that Mr. Williams is no
an Laster.
for you and your family to suffer
tables-of members.
a bit doubtful if he would be able superficial singer. He gets hold of
Mr. and Mrs. Carl (Sonny) the miseries of a COLD without
to maintain the musical quality the inner meaning of his songs 'Upon the arrival of the. guests Puckett, Jr., of Fulton announce being able to do something about
the lower register that he had and brings them to light for all delicious cherry tarts and coffee the birth of a 7 pound, 12 ounce it. LIMICOL Tablets bring promise of a winter FREE from
in the upper; but as the program to hear and enjoy. This point is were served.
daughter, Dana Ward, born SunAt the conclusion of the games day morn, March 26; 1950 at Colds for you and your children.
progressed, it became increasing- both musically and literally true.
ly evident that his tonal align- It was evidenced literally by his of contract Mrs. Treas received Jones,Crime.
Remember! Sneezing, stuffy
ment was consistent throughout painstaking translation of every high score prize and Mrs. C. D.
running nose and scratchy throat
Vaformer
the
Puckett
is
Mrs.
are danger signals. Begin at once,
all registers. His technical adjust- non-English. song. To be sure, Edwards second high.
da Belle Ward, daughter of Mr. when any of these signs appear.
ment for high to low voice was there is much to be gained by
were
MesMembers
playing
this
city.
Ward
of
Neal
LIMICOL, secretions stop,
Mrs.
TAKE
and
facile.
understanding the words, but a
sneezing ceases and you will feel
The Purcell songs with
their first-rate interpreter can usually dames, W. H. Sewell, C. D. Edbetter.'
trills and florid embellishments convey the comprmer's mood and wards, Russell Pitchford and J.
Protect yourself and your famrequired great flexibility. He ex- meaning without giving a coin- L. Jones, Jr.
re- ily the year 'round, get the large
Mrs. 0. H. McFarlin has
MRS. BEULAH BURNETTE
family
size package of LIMICOL
Memphis
turned to her home in
so you can have LIMICOL
TO PRESENT PUPILS
after visit with Mrs. J. E. Hutch- to-day
handy at all times, ready to take
i IN RECITAL FRIDAY
erson on Arch Street. at the first sign of a COLD.
Huddleston,
Mesdames Bailey
Remember! To make COLDS GO! ,
Mrs. Beulah S. itUrnette will
Manhattan, take LIMICOL. Sold by Evans
)present her piano class of begin- Guerrant Kelly of
ners and young students in a recital Friday evening, March 31 at
seven o'clock in the east wing of
the First Baptist Church.
The theme will be "The Three
Little Pigs" complementary
to
music.
- Those taking part will be: Al
3ushart, Millie McDade, Judy
Browning, Barbara Ann Boyd,
Patricia Legg, . Kathryn Smith,
Rita Keiser, Faith Parks, Elaine
Butler, Ann Fall and, Susan McDaniel.
The recital is open to the public.
The same class et pupils will
broadcast the siun eprogram Saturtiay morning, April 1 at nine
o'clock over
WINK in Union
City. Linda Sue Sams will be the
narrator- and
Anne- Latta will
207 Chureh Street
* Fulton play the Overture.

SCIENCE DISCOVERY
KILLS COLDS
IN HOURS!
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--Black multi-color,
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Mr. and Mrs. Sam Q. Laster of
Detroit announce the birth of a
son, Gary Bryan, March 18 at Detroit Osteopath hospital Mrs. Last
er is the former Dorothy Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Macon
Work;
Dukedom. Route, announce the
birth of an eight pound, twelve
ounce son, Larry
Dale, born
March 28 at 3 p. m. at the Fulton
Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. King, Fulton, Route 4, announce the birth
of an eight pound, seven ounce
son, James Edward, born March
28 at 8:56S. an. at the FOlten Hospital.
Mr.and Mrs. Oran
Charles

• Vine tripi-Ovese!
• Pasb-latisa Caatrels!
• Ei-Spied Caked* Heaths,
• Aabissatit Dam Thad
* 1114 Aria Choked
• Foiorth Rehab's REM

FULTON HDWE, AND FURN. CO.

Blue, Red or Black
Calf, $6.95, $7.95

•

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

'NGES
Brown-and-White
Spectators $7.95

JEASTER
HOLIDAY JOT!

Black Patent or
White Calf, $6.95

For gift-giving, home or church decorration, the spirit of the season suggests
• Easter Lilies!

See our

collection of
Green Calf,
high-heel
Wedge, $7.95

large, paper-white blossoms, beautifully potted, gaily ribboned!
A MOS BADS. Predation starring
MARIO*.

Ki
111
Ki

Authorized dealer

...A GIFT FOR

Oleo
wad
itatobstooe

Phone 1

208 Lake Street

gi POTTED PLANTS

1.009•1<1.

Sian • REYNOLDS •
CRAWFORD

• CORSAGES

PCOTIPOD •004.40,• • W.. SiG bOt•

imponsob.
Friday Saturday — Double Thrill — April 7-8
OD GORCEY1, BOWERY BOYS I Red Ryder
Little Beaver
in

FIGHTING RED HEAD

Widths:
A.A. A.
C

• CUT FLOWERS

••••,La..-

GIFTS for
All Occasions

KILLEBREW'S
53

Grey Suede
$7.95,

)

Roberts Store

FLOWERS AND GIFTS
Telephone

4

vnt

ORDER EARLY!

1_

Wednesday'. Thuisday — April 5-6
We showed Him to you in thg Academy Award
picture—"ALL THE KINGS MEN"—Come on
out to see the best actor of the year BRODERICK
CRAWFORD in another picture .. .

Grey Suede
$8.95

Here's a brand-new G-E "Speed-cooking" Range with
push buttons at a price that's lower than you'd ever expect!
See it today! You'll shout about it, just as we are doing!

Flowers By Wire.

422 Lake Street .

Fulton

;1950

Prklity, March 31, 195°
er

ik‘CVING?
BUILDING?

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
News and Personals from - - - -

Water Valley
Odell Puckett

REDECORATING?

6. Acres rented by farmer and
acres rented to °therm'
7 Name, address and residence
of landlord
8 Method of paying rent
for
rented land
9. Relation of
tenant to landloid
IC Acres operated by hired manager
ii. Acres of land used for various purposes
12. "Acres of various kinds of land
irrgated and method of irrigation
13. Residence of farmer
14. Year, when arrner began to
operate farm
15. Days of work off farm and
whether farmer has income
other than from farm
16. Area and value of sales from
nursery and greenhouse products
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of Murray were Sunday guests of 'Mrs. Verna DeMyer.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
Mrs. Billy Scruggs left SaturGiallson on Maple Avenue.
day for Chicago to join her husMrs. John Robey of Water Val- band. Mt. gicruggs
is attending
offered awards last weekend, iO- ley, Ky., is a patient at the Fulton
Commercial Trades Institute.
.„
gether with the winners:
Hospital. Mrs. Robey is the mother of Mrs. Frank Brady.
"I wa
hot through the leg in
Fry's Shoe Store:
Mrs. Boyce Dumas has return- the war".
Hazel Mae Jones
ed to her home in Corinth, Miss.,
"Have
a
scar?"
Fulton, Kentucky
after a visit with her
mother, "No thsnks, I don't smoke'.
Roberts Store:
Mrs. H. H. Parks
Route 3
Fulton, Kentucky

10.400 Shoppers

(Continued from page One)

Mr. and Mrs. Leon Charlton er, Neeley Owen, were in Murray
and children enjoyed a fish suP- on business Friday.
Mrs. Harold
per Monday night at the home of
Puckett visited
in Mrs. Will Puckett Thursday afMr. and Mrs. James Choate
' ternoon,.
Wingo.
SPRING IS HERE (by the calendar).... but
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Arnett
Little Joyce Ann BrOzier was
Dotty 'Shop:
Paducah
and carried )krecinesday tethe Riverof
Perry,
and son,
Mrs. Dennis Valentine
Mrs. Arnett's father, Mr. Odom side Hoopitaf irPalMicah.
She
most homes will need HEAT until MAY.
Fulton, Kentucky
of Texas visited Tuesday with will undergo an operation next.
-Arnett.
Will
Mrs.
Tuesday.
Mr. and
City Drug Store:
Mr. J. T. Robey was honored
Monday callers in the home of
Mrs. Oscar Nanney
and
Bard
Mrs.
Earl
on
Mrs
birthday
and
her
Thursday
Mr.
Routes 3
at her
DON'T LET YOUR BIN GET LOW!
Fulton, Kentucky
Ella Bard were: Miss Lettie Cle- home. Among those present were,
ments of Dresden, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Artie Robey of
Paducah,
Irby's Fashion Shop:
C. L. Hatchell of Dawsdn Springs, Mrs. Frank Brady of Fulton, Mrs.
Mrs. Otis Norman
Miss Grace Stephens of Cincin- Dona Stewart, Mrs. Carl Cooley
MisalssIppi Plantation Life:
Fulton, Kentucky
natii, Ohio, Mrs. Georgia Burrow, and Miss Sue Cooley.
The Writings Of
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Cooley and
Mi. Adrain Rose of Dukedom
Clarice Shop:
boys were Sunday dinner guests
and Mrs. Frank Owen.
Geraldine Allen
Mattie Dear
Miss Grace Stephens returned of his mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley
Fulton, Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Mullins
to her home in Cincinnati, Ohio,
The Lord- is my shepherd and I
K. Homra:
Tuesday after attending the fun- of Fulton, Mr.'and Mrs. Buster
shall not want. 0 give thanks unWe have best grades and all sizes
Tommy Carney
eral of her brother, Willie Step- Mullins and baby of Texas visited to the
Lord for He is good. We Fulton, Kentucky
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Mike
hens. .
are having a fine spring day. My
on hand. Immediate delivery.
Mrs. Maggie Taylor
Mrs. Harold Puckett shopped in pitman.
health is fine.
Things around Crutchfield, Kentucky
Fulton Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Sue Cooley spent Saturabout Alligator looks very bright.'
Mrs. Hillier was hostess to a day night with Mr. and Mrs. GilIt
.
is a fine thing to be kind. Jack and' Jill Shop:
demonstration bert Walker and family of Lynnbrush
Stanley
The law of kindness is on her Mrs. Edd Hannephin
party Tuesday afternoon.
yille.
tongue. Proverbs 31:26, a friend Fulton, Kentucky
Mrs. Nina Butler of Viola, Mrs.
Miss Mary-Lee Boulton spent in deed
is much kneaded. It takes
children Sunday night with
Rosa Bell Casey and
Miss- Inez
generous fine people to be real Little Clothing Store:
of Cooley.
were Monday dinner guests
friends.
A real friend is glad Mrs. D. C. Thacker
Phone 51
Mr. and Mrs. Martin E. Casey.
Mr. an Mrs. Frank Brady and
Fulton
when his friends succeed. A real Fulton, Kentucky
Hatchell son of Fulton visited Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. C. L.
friend
stands
by
his
City
friends
Electric
returned to their home in Daw- Mrs. J. T. Robey.
MR.
FARMER:
Let
us
supply you with your high-grade
through thick and thin; a friend Mrs. Jimmy Milan
atson Springs Tuesday after
Mr: and Mrs. J. C. McAlister in
need is a friend indeed. All my
fertilizer requiirements.
tending the funeral of her broth- spent Sunday with her parents,
life I have found it true. David R
Fu
ou
lttoen, Kentucky
er, Willie Stephens.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett.
and Jonathan were the kind of
Bradley and son,
Mrs. June
Billy
Wilson
of
Mo.,
Steele,
You'll bless the day you discovered
s. David stood McDade Furn.:
and spent the weekend with his par- friends
Jerry, Mrs. Lila Bradley
up for God
this exciting, new permanent wall son, Dalton shopped in Paducah
st the
giant Mrs. H. C. Cashon
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles WilI when all Kin
covering' Made of long-wearing Thursday.
ul's
soldiers Fulton, Kentucky
son.
were afraid. Le
attie Dear tell
baked enamel, its handsome raised
Mrs. J. C. McAlister shopped in
Sunday visitors in the home of
you something;,uWyou are a friend Fulton Hdwe.:
tile pattern grids a smart, modern Paducah Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Coleman -Jacksm
to anybody be one if it takes your Bobby Williams
Miss Artie Robey of Paducah were: Mr. and Mrs. Deward
Fulton, Kentucky
note to any room ...stays smooth and
life.
su
j
rsda?
Thituhrhsdeary
,
Th
t
n
son of Pilot Oak, Mr. and Mrs.
lustrous for years! Easy to clean, easy !snpeh
Evans Drug Store:
mother
Elvin Jackson and son of PaduIt is.a terrible thing to be jealto install! See the array of lovely aeyw
m
cah, Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Jackson ous and it is a bad life to live. I Mrs. H. A. Coulter
colors and designs. We'll be glad to
Fulton, Kentucky
Mrs. Rosa Bell Casey was host- of Mayfield. Mr. and Mrs. Wal- never
OF ALL KINDS
was jealous of him and he
give you an estimate.
ess to a Stanley demonstration lace Btercham and family of Pi- was
good to me. 11.think of-him Graham Furn.:
party Thursday afternoon.
lot Oak.
Celotex and Logan-Long Brands
so much. A good frtend can never Mrs. T. C. House
Mrs. Eura Hall
honored her
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Gilliam be forgotten. I remembered my Route 2
N CONVENIENT SA-INCH
daughter, Mrs. Forrest Gilliam of of Paducah
spent the weekend Creator in the days of my youth Dukedom, Tett'.
WAINSCOT HEIGHT, ONLY
Paducah, with a
housekeeping with her mother, Mrs. Euta Hall.
and it is good to keep your proshower Wednesday night.
Fourth St. Furn.:
The revival meeing closed Sun- mises.
Jesus is the
greatest
Charlie Weaks
Exchange Furniture Co. Miss Odell Puckett shopped in day night at the paptist Church friend.
Ye are my friends if ye
All Colors and Blends
6.45
Fulton Paducah Thursday afternoon and with
207 Church Street
add/hornets the do the things which I command Route 3
seven
spent the night with Miss Bula church.
you, John 15:14. Be of good cheer
Mae Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Jack- God is in
PERSONALS
the
plan. Here is
Miss Marjorie Neely shopped son and sons spent Sunday
in another poem.
•
in
Mayfield
afternoon.
Thursday
W. E. Black is quite ill in
Mrs.
Mills,
Woodland
Tenn.,
Mr.
With
•
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
Mrs. Leon Charlton and broth- and Mrs. Thomas Lattus.
When you call this God of
5.00
the Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Creation,
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Charlton
Mrs. M. E. Berry of 206 Taylor I
and children visited his parents.
Street met with an accident this
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Charlton You are calling tiiriend indeed; week and had to be treated at
•
Sunday afternoon.
Jones- Clinic.
He stands ready with ten
Let's not folifet the
monthly
Mrs. Charles Andrews,and Mr
(Resepriblinga.Shingles)
Thousand
3.75
singing at the Church of Christ
Enoch Campbell attended, a PTA
Blessings to'supyrift youg every
Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Convention in Murray Tuesday.
Roll Roofing —
Roof Coating
Need.
Mrs. May
Young spent
the
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Glidewell
weekend in Fulton with her sisTYLE
LIKE
(Drain
Channel)
ter-in-law, Mrs. Myrtle Pewitt.
Mrs. Ernestine Hicks and her
GALVANIZED
ROOFING
father, Mr. Odom. left • Sunday
for his home in Weslaco, Texas.
28-Gauge, heavy zinc coated, per sq.
$9.00
Mrs. Hicks will visit him before
HI-TEST. Lace To Toe. Safety Tot Shoe
returning home.
(This is identicalIV the same shoe being sofd in this
Mrs. Henry Finch of near Fulterritory for $10.25)
,
ton spent Wednesy with Mrs.
SEE US FOR YOUR - - -.
Lexie Pewitt.
OUR PRICE—$8s5
George Lawrence entered the
LUMBER COMPANY Fulton Hospital Sunday morning.
EVERYTHING TO BUILD ANY1H.1,,
1We hope for him a speedy recovery.
VALNUT ST PHONE •)c, FULTON
204 Main Street
Fulton, Kentucky
I Lymon Dillard of Steele, Mo.,
Red Top, Timothy, Rye Grass, Fescue, Ladino (lover, Write
hutch, Red Clover, Sweet Clover; Spring Oats, Korean „lap, 'spent the weekend with Mr. and
Kobe. Sericea, Me.
Mrs. Charles Wilson.
Rev. and Mrs. Roy Shepherd
and Rev. B. P. Wayland were FriCUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
day night supper guests of
Mr.
and Mrs. Richard thildress and
We can sweeten it hivith molasses.
boys.
WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
dinner guests of Mr.
Sunday
and Mrs. Leonard Wilson Were:
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Stephens and
All kinds of
We Sell
children of ,Wingo. Mr. and Mrs.
SURGE MILKERS I GARDEN SEEDS
Leon Barber and children of Mar- ,
IF YOU HAVE
Installed and in operation
tin, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Richardl
Bulk
or
package.
New
pack!
hours.
three
in
Childress and boys.
Mr. and Mrs. John Paul Bard
I and baby, Shirley Ann, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Bard spent the week.4 uthorized dealers for
end in Mobile, Ala.
Quite a few members of
the
Bayou De Chine Church called
atthe home of Mrg°. Ella Bard and ;
son, Everett, Sunday afternoon. '
Among those
were: Rev. L. E.
Moore, Burnie Barnes, Mr. and
The Market Is Good — We Assure You Top Price
Mrs. Gus Alexander, Jr.,
and
Cheryl.
See us for your farm and (laughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hargrove
White Milling Corn — Always Brings a Nice Premium Over Yellow, But The Wevils are
spent Sunday in Dresden, Tenn.
home needs. Good stocks.
Ruining Much Of It And Will Soon Have To Be Sold For Feed At A Discount. Check Your
Mrs. Hettie Mullins spent last
week with Mrs. Bettie Duke, Mr.
Crib And Sell Before Too Late, When You Get Ready To Plant Get Good Healthy White Seed
and Mrs. Wash Mullins.
Corn. It Will Pay You Big Dividend.
All Kinds Of
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Pillow
viisted Saturday with Mr. and
LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
Mrs. Earl Bard.
and All Kinds of Field Seeds
Miss Claudette Owen is confined to her room With mumps.

Order COAL Now

Choose

CONGOWALL

CITY COAL COMPANY

FOR WALLS OF
LASTING BEAUTY,

ROOFING

THICK:BUTT SHINGLES
HEXAGON SHINGLES

PYRAMID - TAB ROLL ROOFING

DON'T BE ROBBED!

SEEDS for Spring Planting

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

,KFrAI
MIE
_-

FARMER ATTENTION
CORN TO SELL

HANNA'S
PAINTS

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR

White & Yellow Corn
We hare a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing and Metal Roofing,

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

iun

Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603

Now Is The Time To Sell It

Census Starts
(Continued from page One)
rents, or other income
18. income received it '1949 by
relatives in same household
from: (a) wages or salaries;
(b) Own business, professioaal practice, or farm; (c) otheiincome (if person is head of
family)
19. Veteran status of males
AGRICULTURE
I. Name and address of farmer
2. Race of farmer
3. Acres in farm
5. Acres owned by farmer

We have just completed a new ELECTRIC ELEVATOR ready to
receive your corn for which we will pay you TOP PRICE.

Our Paying Prices As Of Date This Advertisement Is Written Were Basis No. 2

FOR

MIXED $1.40, YELLOW $1.45, WHITE $1.50 Per Bu.

Delivered Our Plant. Subject To Datil; Market Changes. When You Get Ready To Sell Bring
Your Corn To Us. We Know. You Will Like Our Service And Best Of All You Will Likc
Pere We Pay You.

KECO MILLING COMPANY
McKENZIE,TENNESSEE
•••=•••••••••

•••••

The Fulton County. News, Fulton, Kentucky

How Does Your Rural Mailbox Rate?
Mail boxes are common sights
along all rural routes. Whether
these boxes add to or
detract
from the appearance of our places
is strictly up to each of us. A
rusty box, a box setting askew,

crookea posi. all clash with a
neatly painted house, a well-kept
grassy lawn.- and a pretty flower
bed. On the other hand, a neat,
attractive box sets a high standard for the entire place.
Toe box "should also be conven.ent. The 'mailman visits it about
';00 t mes a year, and 'he stops at
hundreds of other boxes those
The. box should be
same days.
.ilaced so that he can drive 'right
REAL ESTATE and up to it. It should be at the proPUBLIC AUCTIONEER per height. The door shhuld work
smoothly. „Also, though the mailman knows most of his box holdOffice Over City National Bank
ers by name, people move around
Phone 61
a lot, and it helps him to have the
FARM AND CITY PROPERTY name on the box or post.
For a long time mailbox imLIST OR BUY WITH EIS!
provement- has -largely been art
individual mater. This, of course,

OAS. W. BURROW

I(;ED

WINES

WHISKEY
GIN
1.1(K FRS

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

Fulton

Auffu.soft-

'las helped, because the occasion- postmasters, and the F. H. A. sual attractive box properly located pervisor. The press gas* the matset an example which neighbors ter publicity with at least three
followed. But organized efforts to human interest stories a week.
Many boxes were placed
on!
improve mailboxes are those that
really get results. In this move- movable bases so that they could
improvement be moved out of the way when I
ment, community
organizations, home demonstra- %fork was being don eon shouldtion clubs, and such groups have ers or when the road banks were
mowed. Old
automoblei
been very active.
being
The current mailbox improve- wheels were'used for the base of
ment may have begun with the many boxes. Concrete was pourAlabama Rural Letter Carriers' ed in the wheels. The spikes were I
Association.
This organization dviven into he part of the post'
has been quite active in working that was set in the concrete. The
'or better and more
attractive concrete was slightly sloped . to
mailboxes. But the active work of turn water off and to give snore
other' organizations and thous- support to the post. Cans of suitands of individuals has been vital able size were also used for bases.
ia carrying out the propect, which
should be 48,
Small
boxes
is pust well begun.
inches from the ground, and large
Neat lettering is a fundatriental boxes, 40 inches.
Small boxes
part of mailbox improvement. A should be placed on 6 inch posts
committee borrowed metal letters 'and large ones on posts 8 inches
from the fire hall in Athens and square. Of course, the posts can
from them cut a pastboard set of be samewhat smaller if suitable
the alphabet. Duplications of this braces are used. The box should
et went to every
community. be on the proper side of the road
Miss Ann
Barr, assistant home and at the edge of the shoulder.
agent of Talledega County, says
that painting over the stencils
was not conductive to a neat job,
so the stencils were placed on the
box or post and traced with pencils; then the letters were painted
with a small brush. In Limestone
Services were held
Monday,
the ladies found that wallpaper
March 20 402:30 at Bayou
de
worked better than slick paper
Chien Cumberland Presbyterian
'or stencils because the paint did
Church for Willie H. Stephens of
lot run as badly.
Ypsilantt, Mich., and formerly of
The Council of Home DemonWater Valley who died suddenly
Arvtion clubs accepted the pro;
ject, whets was promptly ap- Friday morning while at work at
Ford Motor 'Company in Dearproved by the eounty
commissioners, the rural .carriers, the born, Mich.
He was a life long member of
the Bayou de Chien Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
Mr. Stephens leaves his wife; a
daughter, Mrs. Wardel.Brashears
of Fulton, three sisters, Mrs. Porter Pillow of Water Valley, Mrs.
C. L. Hatchet of Dawson Springs,
Ky.; and Miss Grace Stephens of
Cincinati,
Ohio; two ....gandchildren; and many other relatives and friends.
Burial,
under
direction of
Jackson Brothers Funearl Home,
was held in Camp Beauguard.

STEPHENS SERVICES
HELD ON MARCH 20

SERVICES MAR. 22
FOR MRS,COWARDIN
Services were held Wednesday,
March 22 at the W. W. Jones and
son Funeral Home in Martin for
Mrs. Colin Cowardin of Martin
formerly of this city and wellknown here, who died Monday.
March 20 in the Baptist Hospital
in Memphis.
She is survived by her husband,
one son, Robert Cowardin of California and one grandson, Colin
David Cowardin. She was a niece
of Bob Dacus of this city.

Announcing
ASensaWonalNEW

HEARING
AID!
Smaller, Lighter, Fitter
than the tiniest previons Behan

MODERN, AUTOMATIC RANGE
PERFECT RESULTS-every time -That's one
reason for the zooming
popularity of the new electric range. Constant
temperatures, accurate
timing, even heat distribution in a fully
insulated oven-all these help
you produce the some fine daily baking for
your family that you strive
for in your Fair prizo winners.
REMOTE CONTROL COOKING -Fully automatic
controfs turn your
range oven on -and off-when
you're away from the kitchen. You set
the controls, the oven does the rest.
CLEAN, FAST-No flame to smudge pots
and pans, no grime on wails
or curtains. Surface units, broiler, and
oven are fast. The heat goes right
where it's needed, not out into the room.

.......
-

At last ... electronic !CYNICe brings
you a new, better way to HEAR
AGAIN with amazing ease and clarity! Try the wonderful new 1930
i better-than-ever Belton,.

S

NEW! Super Comfort
lighter than the smallest Reboot ever
made before! Yet more powerful than
the previous larger Reboot!

NEW! High in Fidelity 1;:̀`,,,,"::
gives you new clear tone for greater listening pleasure, better understanding.
I
NO BUTTON SHOWS IN EAR
. -thanks to the Beltone Phantomold,
n utterly Iran% parent, almost invisible
11CIV
e.

NEW FREE BOOK
)lust off the press! Profusely
illustrated. Tells all the amazing facts about new
discoveries to help deaf
hear. Come in. phone or
mail coupon today for
your FREE copy.

Check the chart below to see what it will cost
you to coo for an average family
of four. These costs are based on the
use of 100 kilowatts a month for cooking.
If your present bill is:
$5.130 or over, electric cooking will cost
you
• $2.00
5.20 to 5.40, electric cooking will
cost you
2.20
4.60 to 4.80, electric cooking will
cost you.....
2.40
4.00 to 4.20, electric cooking will
cost you
2.60
3.40 to 3.60, electric cooking will
cost you
•
.
2.80
2.80 110 3.00, electric cooking will
cost you
3.00

MONO-PAC Model "M"
Onia-Unit Hearing .111/1

FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage
Write for home demonstration.
NO COST - NO OBLIGATION

0. A. Roland
314V2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Please visit our new offices.
FREE BOOK

MAR COUPON

Beitone Hearing Service
I
I 3141/2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES 'COMPANY

me ElUIE booklet lila tells how I ma
Stiedhear with NO BUTTON In my ear.

INCORPOIATIO
N
A;ress
Town

sem

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Ky.

New Location .. • . 217 East Fourth Street
All remaining Stock!

36" wide, 7-Feet Long

•

t'T
hi

el
WI

se
be
of

Plastic Window

Irrors
Shades
OFF 1.59

21

regularly priced 8.95 to 24.95

• Binswanger-made
• PLATE GLASS
• PLAIN FRAMES
• FANCY FRAMES
• FRAMELESS TYPE
(Venetian)

6-guage heavy vinylite plastic!
• WASABLE,Flame-Proof
• Won't Stain,-Tear,Crack
White, pongee brown, green

See Us For Your

GARDEN NEEDS:
Best Grade Garden HOSE 25-ft Lengths
Best Grade Garden HOSE 50-ft Lengths
Garden rakes
Garden H - r
Weed cuff
Tile spades
Single bit axes

(Other Garden Hose, 50-ft.)
Double bit axes
Water sprinklers
Hand saws
Shovels
Spades
llushman's saws
Hammers
Wedges
9.-voint barb wire
Sledges Step ladders
pence pliers
sea

Closeout!

Good Stocks of
• Touch-Up Enamels
• Quick-Dry Enamels
• Floor Enamels
• Varnishes

KEM-TONE
Most Colors still in Stock

• Oils,-Turpentine
• Paint remover

GAL. $2

• Brushes, etc.

REG. $3.69! SAVE AT THIS
EXTRA LOW PRICE!

QUART $1.19

REDUCED
PRICES

REG. $129! BUY NOW FOR
YOUR SPRING PAINTINGSJNEEDS

WE REPAIR RADIOS
24- HOUR SERVICE

NEW
1950

C40‘,4(9, C441.t.4 424 e/C44t

Friday, March 31,1950

.

IN TODAY - - - - OUT TOMORROW

We have a complete line of tubes,
parts, Etc.
PICKUP and DELIVERY

This Week's Hit Parade:4d
(Hillbilly Musk)

(Popular Music)

I. Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy (Red Foley)
2. Rag Mop (J. L. Wells)
3. Cry of the Wild Goose (Tennessee Ernie)
I. The Gods were angry with me (M. Whiting.
J. Wakley)

1. Music, Music, Music.
2. Chattanoogie Shoe Shine Boy.
3. If I knew you were coming.
4. Rag Mop.
5. I said my pajamas.
6. There's no tomorrow.
7. The Cry of The Wild Goose
8. It isn't fair.
9 Daddy's little girl.
1). C.•,-,1 • and Cake.

5. Broken down Merry Go Round (M. Whiting,
Wahley)
B. I'll ;sail my ship alone (M. Mulligan)
7. I don't like this kind of Built' (Hank Williams)
R. I love you because (I.. Payne)
9 Letters have no arms (Ernest Tubb)
10. I Love you because (F.. Tubb)

Friday, March 31, 1950
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.SOCITig
WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

THESEa WOMEN!

By trAiessio

FULTON HOMEMAKERS
BANE ALL-DAY MEETING
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22

rage

lovely gifts for her. The guest list included,
the
honoree, and Mesdames, , Sarah
Lee Powers, Harold Holladay,
George Moore, Richard McNulley, Jack Allen,
John Daniels,
Howard Strange, Enoch Campbell, Alex Leneave, Virgil Davis,
Milton Exum, Victor
Voegeli,
Frank Brady, Milton
Calliham
and Miss Mary Zou Allen. Mrs.
James Carer sent a gift but was
unable to attend.

ward Benedict, Sr, Jessie Harm
candle:Rioted is ,erysttali holders...
ris, Edward-Benediet„ Jr„ Cherles Delicious mincaviches,
Coca-Colan
Andrews, Miss
Elizabeth Ward and lea were served.
and Edward Benedict, Sr_
A duet, "Sweetheart of Eastern
Star" was given by Mrs. Ethvard
Ben Evans, who has been quite
Benedict, Sr., and
Mrs. Allan
Jones accompanied by Wm
ill in the L C. Hospital in PaduEdward Benedict, Jr.
cah, is aknwly improving,.
During the program Nash bulb
Little Kenuny Cullum of Jackpictures were taken by Mrs_ Leo
son, Tenn., is visiting his grandGreengrass.
Two out of town guests, Mrs. mother, Mrs. Pearl Weaver
ow
Flora McFarito and Mrs. Boyce Norman Street.
Dumas, daughters of Mrs. DeMrs. Mozelle Ashbley is a paMyer, were present
tient at St. Joseph Infirmary in
After the program, Mrs. De- St. Louis.
Bar room number it
Myer, guests and members seem
escorted to the
dining rem
Bobby Joe Sams of Highlands
where the table, covered with a
Academy and his clam mate, Lee
lovely cutwork cloth
centered Mitchell, slant the weekend
with
with a
beautifully
decorated his aunt, Mrs. James
Forner on
birthday cake was waiting. Blue
College Street
_

PERSONALS

The Fulton Homemakers met
Wednesday, March 22 at
ten
,o'clock at the Young Men's Business Club for its regular monthly
meeting. Hostesses for the meeting were
Mesdames, Charles
Cannon, H. G. Butler, B. B. AlexORDER OF EASTERN STAR
"Foggy"
ander, James Palmer and VirginHAS REGULAR MEETING AND
ia Laird.
SURPRISE BIRTHDAY PARTY
Lately??
Mrs. Charles Cannon,
presiThe regular monthly meeting
dent, called the meeting to order
If your favorite radio proof Chapter No. 41 of the Order
and
presided
over
the
business
gram gets lost in a "fog" of
of Eastern Star was held Tuesday
hum, static or fadeouts, let our session.
evening with many members preThe devotional
taken
from
expert repair man make it
sent.
chapter,
work like ••,-w. Our- prompt Psalms twenty fourth
Old and new business was disverses one
through
ten
and
service at low prices can't be
cussed and two new members,
beat. Call us at the first sign thought of the month, "Golden
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Oliver were
Deeds" was given by Mrs. Clyde
of trouble.
initiated.
Wood followed by the minutes
Later in
the
evening
the
and roll call. The roll call
was
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
Worthy
Matron, Mrs. Virgil
answered with each member tellPHONE 9-0-1
Davis, greeted Mrs, Verna
ing the name if a book they have
DeMyer on her birthday and asked
read this year.
that she reign Queen.
Mrs. J. H. Lawrence gave the
An adenda was presented in
reading lesson of the year, her
form of a school room with thi..
"My goodistna1 Who'd want HIM?"
And Tire Company subject was, "What Magazines do
teen pupils, teacher and princiRead?"
205 Commercial Ave. youStyle
pal. A semi-circle was formed
trends were presented in
Mrs.
J.
McKendre
U.
e. She
was president read a
preamble in with pupils seated.
a very interesting
manner
by assisted by
Mrs. H. G. Butler, memory of
The teacher and principal with
their dead.
IHNO1111111111111111111141101111111111111111111111101111111111111111111011101111110111111I111111101111111111111 Mrs. Virginia Laird and Mrs. L.
the help of the students gave in
Roll was called and the minutes poem form
C. Brown.
their deep appreciawere read and
approved. The tion for faithful
Landscape
service that Mrs.
suggestions were president
announced the project DeMyer has
given by Mrs. F. H. Riddle.
given in her twentyfor April would be on child wel- eight years
of being a member.
-Mrs. McLeod announced
the fare. A discussion followed
THEY'RE STILL TOPS FOR
on
The giftorian for the class predistrict meeting to be held
in sending two boys an):1 two ries
sented
a
large
wagon decorated
FAST, EASY SEWING
Clinton April 26 at ten a. m. at from Fulton to Girls State and
in five star paint colors loaded
the First Methodist Church. MTS. Boys State in Lexington.
with
many
lovely
gifts.
Duvall and Miss Alice Word, an
Plans were made for the disThe rooms were artistically decexchange
student who has re- trict meeting to be held in Fulorated
with
spring
flowers. _
cently returned from Denmark ton, May 2nd. Various commitThose taking part in the prowill be principal .speakers.
tees were appointed. A letter was gram were:
Mesdames
, Virgil
The Fulton Homemakers Club read by the president from the Davis,
Ben Jones, Joe C. Johnwill meet the third Wednesday, Kentucky State Medical Associa- son,
Virgil Carper, Cecil WiseApril 19 instead of the
fourth tion and a motion was made and man, Max
McKnight, George
Wednesday due to the
district seconded that
the
Auxiliary Moore, J. Price, Allan
Mlles, Edmeeting.
would go on record as opposing . _
socialized
medicine.
Mrs. H. G. Butler and Mrs. L.
The door prize was won by
C. Brown gave a most interesting
lesson on Renovation iica Finish- Mrs. Ardell Sams. A thank you
SEWMACHINES
card was read from Mrs. Minnie
ing Picture Frames.
Bell.
Two members celebrated
Hostesses
for
the
April
meeting
TINSION
meeting
will be Mesdames, F. D. Phillips, March birthdays. The
CONTROL
efintinates woo
J. U. McKendree, Charles Sevier adjourned with the retirement of
colors.
work. lad sot IS
and J. C. Alfred.
Snsooth, reficsble Domestic Sewnsochines be
by number sod
Hostesses for April will be Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Jones ana
Mrs.
foster, easier sewing. The famous Domestic
forgot R.
•iL
Mozelle Alfred and Miss Virginia
Paul
Hornbeak
were
welcomed
434 Lake Street
your grandmother used— and liked so well
as new members: Mrs. Myrtle Holman and Mrs. Earl Taylor,
Sr.,
will
— with oil the modem features added.
program
be
leader.
I
Temple was a visitor.
Mrs. Kate Bowlin conducted a
Canoe in and try one yowrself. Watch its
social hour following the meet- i
LEGION AUXILIARY
smooth operation. Learn the many exchisive
ENJOYS MEETING
features that con help your sewing ... and
MONDAY EVENING
thrill to the handsome, special purpose
MISS PAT DAVID
The American Legion Auxili- COMPLIMENTED AT
cabinets designed for use as desks, tables,
AUTOMATIC
ary enjoyed a pot luck supper SURPRISE SHOWER
lamp stands for any room in the house.
sosaN wespgit
Monday evening at six thirty at
DOringogos ooThe home of Mrs. Frank Brady
the Legion Cabin. Hostesses were
tolootxolly whom
Hoodquortors For AN Sowing Madam Supplies
Mesdames, Mozelle Rawls and was the scene of a lovely dinner,
bobbin is propparty and miscellaneous shower
Oil ... loth .. Noodles ... Parrs
erly filkiti
Neal Looney.
Following a delicious supper Monday evening when the memthe regular monthly meeting was bers of the Primary Department
Church
held. The meeting opened with of the First Methodist
the presentation of colors follow- honored Miss Pat David, who is
All Suits and Coats Reduced; Our famous
to be married to Bennett Wheel217 Main Sti.cct
Fulton
ed by prayer by the
Chaplain.
brands included - - - er
April
6.
11111111111111111•111111/1111111011171111111117111711711010711.101.17‘111011111111111/17111167111076710PJ/ The members
stood while the
A delectable three co,tirse dinIF IT'S NEW—DOTTY HAS IT! r.
ner was served at attra tively appointed card
tables
centered
with miniature bouquests. Place
cards marked each place.
A
beautiful
corsage of
jonquils
marked the place of the honoree.
The dining table was centered
with an arrangement of spring
flowers and
candelabra
with
lighted candles and bouquets of
flowers throughout the home added beauty to the scene. The
guests were told to close
their
eyes and Miss David was delightfully surprised when she opened
her eyes to find
Miss
Janice
,Wheeler and Miss Mary Brady
standing in front of her with a
beautiful pink and silver box of

Reception

1111cDADE'S

CITY ELECTRIC

SHOE REPAIR
Now Open For Business

°RAMA SAYS:

At 206 Commercial Avenue
JIM McDADE, Mgr.

YOUR BUSINESS
APPRECIATED

14.

THE -2eacieA STORE

Portables cad Findlay Styled Cubists

Fulton

VALUE SENSATION

OF THE SEASON

DOKT MISS IT!

BENNETT ELECTRIC

Short Coats
NOW AMAZINC1.1i 1.0W PRICED:

'9" to '24"
Beautiful colors in fleece
Swede or Gabardine

GABARDINE
SHARKSKIN
GLEN PLAID

fully-lined SUITS
AS SEEN IN CHARM
Three from a whole new fleet of styles in Navy polished leather! In.
step strop also in Red leather, Gray suede. Closed baby doll also is
Grose or Nock leothr.r4 Block potent; Kola To or Gray suede.

Now! A NewsBUTTER,CRUMPETS•

Our favorite

bakery creation
and yours too, once you've
tried them! Come in today tor
tome tasty butter crumpets,..
fresh from the ovens.

UNDERWOOD
BAKERY
207 Commercial
PRONE RR
SEE OUR WINDOWS

4

Ptdton

making, Hard
to believe
EXTRA-VALUE
Price
you won't believe your eyes, for these rayon
gabardine and hard-I-misled rayon menswear
fabrics are the crisp-wrinkle-resigtant fabrics
you want - - - you'll be delighted withthe new
styles - - - ail colors.
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ton, Dorothy
Toon; Professor day evening at 7:30 p. m. Rev. James Earl Moore Friday night
Barton, Dean Crutchfield; Molly Earl Baird of Union City, the with twelve members and four
Woods, Patsy Hall; Foggy Ryan, pastor, will be doing the preach- viistors present.
Ted Goodwin; Barbara, Bettie Lu ing and on Sunday. afternoon at
Bushart; Miss Bigby, Ann Fuz- 2:30 p. m. Jack Graves will be
PIERCE STATION
sermon.
his first
zell; Betty, Betty Williams; Mitz, preaching
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Murphy
HITHER AND TITHER
the administration building and Nell Speight; Dot, Linda Wilk- Everyone
is invited to hear these and children and Mrs. Garland
took us on a tour.of the Campus. ins; Bubbles, Charles
Shupe: infn of God and pray for them.
Bettie Bushart
Murphy of Princeton, Ky., spent
Holland; Scaffel,
Around 10:30 we went over to Steve, Billy
J. C. Olive is suffering from a the weekend with their daughter
"Me Seniors enjoyed a beautithe Auditorium for a Chapel pro- Jerry Forrest; Beef, Jack Thorpe; rising on the back of his neck.
and sister, Mrs. Billie Stem and
Miss Spencer, Joan Ellis;
Mr.
ful, sunshiny day in Murray Frifamily.
President Woods, Sydney Bard.
gram at which time
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom atday, March 24.
Mrs. Dock Bennett spent
Woods spoke. It was a very enthe
Monday night at 7:00, March 27 tended church at Cayce Sunday
The group went to Murray by joyable
Chrystrna
Chapel and all schools play practice got tinder way. This morning in the afternoon, at the weekend with Mrs.
They
Drysdale
cars.
arrived around
in Clinton.
9:30 were introduced. There was over play will be presented April
28, Mission and Sunday evening at
Mrs. Leo Lock left Thursday to
and went over to the Administra- fifty schools represented there.
1950 on Friday night at the Carr the Riceville Baptist Church.
tion building- to register and rejoin
her
husband in Portsmouth,
At 12:00 everyone went over to Institute Auditorium.
Mrs. Claude Taylor is visiting
ceive our name tags which would the Health
Va.
Building to receive
her son and his wife in Baton
entitle us to a free lunch at 12:00. lunch. Theie was a ball game and
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Green were
JUNIOR NEWS
Rouge, La.
Jimmie James greeted us
Sunday guests of Mnj Green's sisat a floor-show provided for enterMr. and Mrs. Vance.Hicks and ter,
Wonder why RA keeps looking
Mrs. Christine Pierce.
- , tainment during the lunch hour. out the window sixth hour. Could children,
Willis and Edna, spent
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall and
Everyone was then invited to
Sunday
with
Mr.
CharMrs.
and
she be looking for a green Chevfamily were guests of Mr. and
take in the various activities goles Hicks and little son, Steve
rolet? •
Mrs. Thomas Poore Sunday.
ing on in the many buildings.
Edwin
Fulton.
of
Mrs.
Hicks
and
What certain Junior girl had a
Mr. ad Mrs. Charles Lowe and
erhhoinbneni
At 2:00 we were invited back
Edna
attended
revival
the
at
the
visitor over the weekend from
Mr. a d Mrs. Leland Adams of
to the auditorium to see the highChurch
of
God.
out of town? Wts it R. Halfacre
AUSTIN & AUSTIN
FuM6n were Sunday guests
of
lights of "Campus Lights", which
Carolyn Collier returned home
coming to see KM?
SEED COMPANY
Hatches off each Mon.-Wed.-Thurs.
r. and Mrs. Ray Adams'in Ralwas enjoyed by all. Many stayed
Tuesday
from
hospital
the
after
What's the matter SAB? Can't
Cayce, Ky.
Phone 17 over Friday night to see
ston,
Tenn.
.
the you smile a little bit
undergoing
operation
an
apfor
for "Pretty
Miss Rebecca
McCree 'spent
1950 Campus Lights."
Tuesday of last Sunday
deateit rois
Boy" Seems like you did break pendicitis on
in the Lexie Chumley
All in all I think it,will be one
down and smile as we saw you week.
home in Union City.
of the most remembered days in
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Sutton have
in his company Saturday night?
Mr. and Mrs. Algie Hay visited
the Seniors lives. I'm sure the
Say BSJ what seemed to be been visiting relatives near May- Mr. and Mrs. Claude Graddy
Seniors of next year are looking
Sunthe trouble up at the canteen field for the past week.
day *afternoon.
forward to "Senior Day" in MurMrs. Dailey Wilson returned to
not so long ago concerning those
Misses Patsy and Nancy Hall
ray jus tas we did.
STATE LINE STREET
PHONE 483
boys from Cayce? How did it her home in Mayfield right sick spent the weekend in
FULTON, KY.
Tiptonville
The cast for the 1950 Senior
finally turn out? Why did you Tuesday. She has been visiting with Mr. and
Mrs.
Dallas
Play has been chosen.
Hall
and BJB have so much fun af- her brother and family, Mr. and and Mrs. Fanny Hays.
At a class meeting Thursday
ter choir practice? How are you Mrs. 011ie McClain.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lowe, Deafternoon of last week the people
Litle Linda Collier was
the Witt Matthews
in au4 teed/eV
and BSC progressing these days?
and William Earl
were nominated and voted on by
Wonder why LSS has started guest of her grandparents Sun- Long attended the
singing
secret ballot by the class.
in
For increased yields and better
I, A. G. Wynne, Special Tax Collector of Falton
day,
Mr.
Mrs.
and
Bowers
J.
C.
censoring those
special
letters
County, KenMcConnell Sunday night.
The "Beauty and the Beef" was
quality crops and forage, plus
Fulton.
tucky .% ill on Monday, April 17, 1950, beginning
of
from Texas?
What
does
Mark
Louis Allen of Miami, Fla., is
at the hour of 1:30
chosen from the many selecitons
permanent soil improvement,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
P.
M.
Central
think about those
standard
phone
Time,
calls
at the North door of the Court House
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
we had to choose from.
apply FOUR LEAF Powdered
were the supper guests of Mr. and
In the -city of Hickman, County of Fulton, State
from BEC?
Luther Allen.
of Kentucky, sell
The people elected to parts in
Rock Phosphate. See local
The Junior Class has a couple Mrs. V. M. Smiley of Riceville
the
following
tax
claims listed each tax payer as follows: the number
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Griffin spent
the play are as follows: Ginney
dealer or write for information
going out for Romeo and Juliet. Sunday evening
ot
each
tax
receipt, amount of the taxel for the year of 1549, tothe weekend in Polk Station.
Allen, Joan Nelms: Lester Allen,
Congraulations to Mr. and Mrs.
So they will be good, NW and
THOMSON PHOSPHAT1 COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Hall visit- gether with penalty, advertising and sheriff's fee. These delinquent
Thomas Subblette: George Allen.
BB practice all time in English Estes Collier of Riceville on the ed Mr. and Mrs.
407 S. Dearborn Street
Charlie Ashley tax claims when sold become a lien upon the property described on
Billy' Mott Jones: Laura Allen,
birth of their
Chicago 5. Mincer
little daughter, in
Class.
the face of each tax bill and are subject to 12 per
Hornbeak Monday.
Betty Sue Hancock: Franyy Barcent per annum
Did we see AN with a girl last Katie Carolyn, born Monday at
and cost.
week? How
about that Alec? 8 a. m. at the Fulton Hospital.
Could it be DGG?
Whose ring is
Ruell
Yates DUKEDOM ROUTE 2
Joyce Cruce
wearing these days? Could it be
Special Tax Collector
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Brockwell
Joyce Taylor
J. Pickett's from Hickman? .
and
Mr. and Mrs. Beckham VaughJack Dunn were
What's this we hear about DC
supper
MAGISTER
IAL DISTRICT No. 1 FULTON
trying to get a certain girl to go an shopped in Mayfield one day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Luther Tax Receipt No.
Name
Amount
Panell
last
week.
Sunday night.
out with him? Wonder why he is
Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland
(White)
in such a big hurry to get to EngTELEPHONE
lish Class? Could BJG have any- visited Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor and Mrs. Junior Cruce spent Sun86
Bard, Willard F.
34.63
day with Mr. and Mrs. Jess Cloys
thing to do with it? Wonder what and Joyce Tuesday night.
99
Beadles, Florence W.
96.16
and
Mrs.
family.
Harry
Yates
and
BH thinks about this?
Mrs.
FULTON'S NEWEST AND
144
Birmingham, Reed
16.95
Hershel Wallace spent Saurday
Vaughan
attended the
Say WR who is you secret ad- Ruth
161
Boaz, Ray & Wilkerson
FINEST AMBULANCE
25.87
held at night with Alvin D. Cruce.
mirer that writes you to tell how Homemakers -meeting
187
Boyd,
Mrs. Mary, Estate
8.81
Saturday evening guests of Mr.
cute she thinks you are? Do you Mrs. Lilly Gorden's Tuesday.
-MEMBER202
Brady, Herbert & Mary Neal
45.6(
Lloyd Roberts still remains ill and Mrs. W. R. Cruce were Mr.
agree with her?
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.
254
Bruce, Silas
84.71
Richard Cruce
JC seems to be having trouble in the Fuller Gilliam Hospital in and Mrs.
and
. Adult Funerals from $99.50
28.3
Bushart, J. Paul
family and Mr. and Mrs. Junior
80.51
keeping up with all of her, shall Mayfield.
303
Bushart, Mrs. S. E.
Dorothy Vaughan was sick over Cruce.
we say, fan mail in English Class.
27.55
322
Cardwell, Edd
Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. Hutchison
the weekend.
Would you like a typewriter?
14.70
370
spent
Mr.
Cheatham,
Saturday
and
Mrs.
Billy
Roscoe
Say
Williams
night
Joe
L.
M. why do we see you
with
6.71
Mr.
WIF1111111111111111111WM•M
372
Cheatham, James
over at S. F. at dinner? Do you visited her parents,' Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. L. G. Hutchison, Bill
-1111111111MII•MII
10.00
111-11
-111211111111••••11•111••11 like the school or is it a certain T. C. House one night last week. and Gene.
373
Cheatham, J. P.
18.17
Mr. and
402
Mrs. Roy Emerson
girl in school?
Cohn, Mrs. Blanche
256.03
418
For a while WN was seen with were the Sunday dinner guegts of
Collins, Ben
8.47
a long face, then he became all Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hicks.
478
Crossland, Thomas
16.87
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Owen and
smiles. He ad MDW are on the
. ;4
481
Cruce, Leman
42,60
outs again but he doesn't seem girls attended a birthday dinner
499
Davania, Ethel
29.4)
2,7L
Sunday at the home of his broth- • -41:11:11
to be unhappy.
511
Davis, R. N.
42.45
How did BJT and MF enjoy er, 011ie Owen and family.
598
Etheridge, Morris
4.75
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates calltheir walk the other afternoon?
NOW THRU S: 669
French,
D.
J.
31.74
Maybe they will learn that there ed on Mr.and Mrs. T. C. House
692
Gardner,
C.
L.
73.51
are time; when girls talk
too awhile Saturday night.
DOUBLE TREAT
789
Hainline, Theodore
Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. 14,--0,
80.73
much.
y. Mr.
853
Hastings,
S. H. & Gusts
44.34
Who did we seen TN with Sun- • and Ernest Coltharp.and Marilyn.
905
Holderfield, James
day night? It
24.40
couldn't be that Mr. and M.Virgil Rowland, Mr.
917,
and Mrs. Everett Carr, Mr. and
Holliday, Sid
Sophomore, DPB could it?
•
27.52
4""'
's4s. ilii 406
"
NVIIAPORE
Y
942
Hood, Kirby
Say Juniors how did you en- Mrs. Edwin Carr, Mr. and Mrs.
8.20
,,,
,
954
Howard, Ernest
YOUR BEST PROFIT OPPORTUNITY FOR 1950 joy that little skating party Fri- Tommie Moore, James Karl and
8.20
tT
earevaoo.p
stem
LION
1059
day night? Especially WR and Mrs. Walston, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Kelly, John
If you want chicks that are bred to LIVE and
Emerson, Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Tay1060
LSS.
- PLUS
Kelly, J. E.
LAY
10.11
BErwas overjoyed at the pack- lor and Joyce, Mr. and Mrs. A. T.
1197
4and PAY you'll find them here. Our chicks are:
Mack, Mrs. Sula SiWalter Puckett 26.67
Hicks,
Arthua Lee and La Donna
age she received from Washing1204
Madding,
MCDOWAU
Jack
ROOM
30.02
1. Bred for production.
ton.. Can't much blame her as it from Bethlehem Church attend1268
Moore, 0. A.
45.57
2. From disease-inspected flocks. _
was that
special item for the ed preaching services at Poyners
1277
KIL
:
pie
k
Ar.im
L ii
Morris, L. D.
43.08
Chapel Sunday at 11 a. m.
prom.
3. Producing flocks are fed for chick vigor.
1362
Owen, Henry
19.41
Mr. and Mrs. R•ibe Stanfield
Lanni ion we eake,
1376
Parrott, H. B.
For an extra fast start and high livability feed
6.35
are visiting their daughter, Mrs.
them
1482
Rogers, L. A.
e._...lammenomomms
Virginia and family. this week.
27.52
PURINA STARTENA CHECKER-ETTS ...last
year's
1536
Shelton, W. E.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates at105.62
starting feed sensation. Proved on 101 million
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
1572
SUN-MQN-TUES
chicks,.
Mattie S.
tended preaching
37.51
services
in
lart year!
There will be prayer meeting Mayfield Sunday
1598
April 2-3-4
Stennett, J. E.
night.
33.05
at the State Line Mission Thurs1609
The M. Y. F. meeting met with
Stratton, R. D.
27.45
1610
Stratton, Walter Lee
5.12
1630
Nerd/ SIX(sibrycal44k)4171
Terry, C. T.
41.86
.*,
1693
Vickery, J. B. & C. E.
21.93
RC 04P.Place Your Order With Us Today For
1695
Vogile, V. J.
YEA pyiecog
_.,
V,
57.41
1710
Walker, Mattie Sue
3.25
Tri --.?.! rfrii5ON AR
1717
Walters, Sam
6.96
1803
401".
Winstead, Mrs. Minnie
18.44
1819
THE'
•
Workman, Lee & Martha
22.56
1411:
1820
Workman, Paul
71.19
CHICKS ARE NOW AVAILABLE
(Colored)
1843
Anderson, John, Estate
51.22
FROM
1872
Dunn, Otto
'situ
1*St7a1M
107.58
1899
Jones, Dick
16.92
Get our prices, and see our quality
1902
Kenny, *ill Allen )
6.96
/7
before you buy your
1903
Kerney, W. A.
8.20
1917
Mathis, Lula Alexander
16.95
..aint ma swim mem
1924
Morris, Reba
4.49
1941
Patterson, Cornelius
18.17
1942
WED
THU
Patterson, Cornelius
18.17
We have the following:
1944
April 5-6
Patton, Mose, Jr.
56.41
Red top, Timothy, orchard grass, Blue grass, Rye
1945
1Wfm...1-re
,
/
466.
adate4
grass,
Patton,
or
Mose
Au
Profit, Sr.
27.63
Kentucky 31 Fescue (certified and non -certified); Spring
1946
oats,
'Payne, Leroy
13.18
Ladino (certified and non-certified); Re
BARBARA SIANWYCII JAMES MASON
(II clover, sweet clover,
1948
Polk, Ezra
14.43
Alsike, Sweet sudan grass,
m White Dutch Kobe, Korean, Serecia
1955
---i=.--- VAN HEFLIN AVA GARDNER
Scales, Onny
16.92
and Alfalfa.
1963
..4561
. SIDE.
Stunson, Rebecca P.
10.72
1972
Van Buren, Rich
15.66
ar
1974
Wallace, Berry Estate
PLACE YOUR ORDER FOIL
r
10.72
1978.
Waters, Hazel
5.74
1985
Wright, J. Porter
26.41

School News

TOMORROW IS THE
FIRST OF APRIL
TIME TO GET THAT
ORDER IN NOW FOR

Fri

co

Sun,
Mor
Trai
Evei
Praj

Di

CHICKS

ANNOUNCING

FULTON HATCHERY
SALE FOR TAXES

7

A. G. WYNNE

Fulton Route Four

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

7

GOOD CHICKS...GOOD FEED

_-

\

r

MI=

West State Line

- ORDER NOW -

EARL1 DELIVERY

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

KID

SEED FOR SPRING SEEDING

1

WES7SIDE"
,.,4,7s,
y •-• 0
_

SEED CORN & FERTILILER
FOR EARLY DELIVERY

REEDL BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
PHONE 820

1'•,,.44ms Seed Cleaning

Custom Grinding and Mixing

TRY OUR SANDWICHES
PIT BAR-B-Q

HAMBURGERS
-CURB SERVICE-

COMING
SOON

BROWN

.
MESON

(
'
0-

111111111111•111111111WW111

East State Line

Ray Hunter,Owner

HIT

KM dAG6i5 ,

IDIOM WILD

MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 2
LODGESTON
(White)
2042
Doughty, Mary S.
2157
Vance, J. A.

MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT No. 11
Whit4
1207
2223
2305
2320
2331
2364
(Colored)
2526

Alexander, Jim
Attebery, J. M.
Evans, Bernard
Fry, Charlie
Graham, John T.
Johnson, Mrs. Dots
Harris, Andrew

2.57
11.86

CAYCE
15.36
26.52
41.51
4.23
31.10
14.66
5,35

•1
•1
3
•

[,1950

Friday, March 31, 1950

CHURCH CALENDAR
First Baptist
Church
Second and Eddlogs
Lewis D. Ferrell, Pastor
Sunday School
9:45
Morning Worship
1050
Training Union ...
6.30
Evening Worship
17:30
Prayer Service Wed..... 7:30

a. m.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p.m

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service

The Fulten'County News,'Fulton, Kentucky
South Fulton
Baptist Church

SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST ! God will
Mt. Carmel
not hear vanity, neither
CHURCH
will the
Almighty
Baptist
WHEREAS, the 17th Decennial Census of the United
Church
regard it."
States will be
111
Jefferson
St.
(Job 35:13)
J. T. DRACE, Pastor
Sunday School
conducted beginning on April 1, 1950; and
10:00 a. rn.
Eld.
R.
M.
Hillier,
Pastor
Preaching second and fourth
Sunday School
AMO7t the
Services held every Saturday.
citations
. 9:45 a. m. WHEREAS, all the inhabitants of the City of
which
Fulton are to be Sundays 11:00 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sabbath
Morning Worship .
School
11:00 a.m.
9:45 a. m.- comprise the Lesson-Sermon MS
enumerated in the Census; and
Training Union
Missionary Service
6:15 p.m.
10:45 a. m. )he following from the
Bine:.
Trinity Episcopal
Evening Worship
Morning Sermon
7:30 p. m. WHEREAS, the information collected in the Census serves
11:00 a. m. "A good tree cannot bring fo,
th
many
Mid-Week Service - Wednesday
Radio Station WENK, Unon City, evil fruiz, neither can a corr ipt
useful purposes, among which are apportionm
Church
ent
of
7:15 p.m.
Tenn., 9:30 a. m., every Sunday tree bring forth
good
J. J. Williams, Lay Reader
representation in Congress and other legislative bodies,
frt.it.”
(Matt. 7:18)
mornng.
11:00 a. on
measurements of markets and purchasing power of com- Morning worship
Riceville
munities and their inhabitants, allotment of
certain
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Federal and State tax revenues, and other financial
Union Cumberland
Baptist Chirch
aid
to cities, determination of future needs for public
"Unreality
" is the subject of the
Presbyte
rian Church
utiliRev. Rondoli Johnson,
ties and servivs, and other useful purposes too numerOff Highway 94
Lesson-Sermon
which will be
ous to mention here; and
-SeeREV. LONNIE STONER, Pastor read in all
Christian
Sunday School
Science.
10:00 a. al.
Sunday
School
10:00 a. m. churches
throughout the-wosild
Morning Worship
11:00
m WHEREAS, the accuracy and completeness of the census
T.
H.
-To
m" Cowden
for the City Morning Worship 11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
on Sunday, April 2, 1950.
7:00 p. m.
of Fulton will determine its population rank among
Phone 1597 Union City, Ten:,
the cry Sunday except fifth Sunday
Prayer Service Wed.
The Golden
Text
"Surely
is:
7 P. M.
other communities of the country;
S.

FHA LOANS

Crutchfield
Baptist Church
Joe WILSON, Pastor

Phone 807-R
or Call 70
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

Liberty
Baptist-Church

Try Our Daily Dinner
and Luncheon Specials

y, Keno( 1:30
t House
ky, sell
number
949, toinquent
ibed oa
annum

RUSHTON'S CAFE

I DO HEREBY call upon every citizen of Fulton to give
his or her
fullest cooperation to the Census enumerators
when they
call at our homes in April 1950.

DONE UNDER MY HAND AND SEAL, this 31 day of March,
Sunday School
1950,
10:00 a. m.
in the City of Fulton.
Preaching first and third SunAttest:
Signed:
day-a 11:00 a. m. and 7:00 p m.
Martha Smith,
Services every Wed • and Fri.
W. S. Atkins,
City Clerk.
nights 7:15
Mayor..

Good Food
Good Service
Good Prices

LY.

PROCLAMATION

East State Line at Stoplight
111'(i/I RUSHTON

College and Green
Charles E. Oakes, Pastor
I
Bible School
9:45 a. in.
10:45 a. m.
1 Morning Worship
'Young People's Society 6:30 pa m:
Night worship
7 p. m.
'Special evangelistic service 7:30
p. m.
Prayer Service Wed. 7:15 p. m.

SLAVE TO

Cumberland
•
Presbyterian Church

Don't be chained to yopr washtub! Save
energy and health - - - let us do your washing for white, bright and lowcost laundry
service!
Phone 14

LAUNDRY - CLEANERS
-PHONE 14-

........---..
.-__ .
......„
__lUIIII
IIIIUlPr
6-.
=

e

k .. LAUNDRY SERVICE

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE C

COLA COMPANY ITV

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO" INC.
01950.Th.

RUGGED
bet...that's the

ATLAS LUG GRIP

TRACTOR TIRE!
• Wide, deep flat tread gives
more traction...greater
draw-bar pull!
• Self-cleaning tread means no
corners for mud to stick in...
always grips ground surface!
• No danger of lugs giving under
the stress of tough going.
Firmly anchored by center
rib to dig in!
• Reinforced cushion under
treads distributes shocks evenly!
• Latex-soaked cord insures
years of real service!
•Seethe Atlas Lug Grip...
at the Atlas sign!

First Christian
Church Carr Street
PERRY L, STONE, Minister
Church School
10:00 a. m.
doming Worship ...... 11:00 a. m.
Mid-Week service Wed. 7:15 p. m.
Choir rehearsal
8:00

Central Church
of Christ
Second and Carr
E. W. Stovall, Minister
Bible School .
. 10:00 a. m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p. m.
Mid-Week Service Wed. 7:30 p.m.

Mrs. Ethel 81IcGough
Sunday School
10:00 a. m.
Preaching (Morning) 11:00 a. m.
Preaching (Evening) 7:00 p.m.
Services
Tuesday and
every
.Friday night 7:15 p.m.

/Christian Science
Society
Carr Street
SuMay SchOo:
9:45 a. m.
Sunday Service ..... 11:00 a. m.
Wed. Testimonial .... 7:30 p.m.
Reading Room Open Wednesday
thru Saturday
3 to 5 p.m_

MR.FRIENDLY
if yO(J HAvE
scwIE ants TO PRY
AVE WILL HELP
SWEEP THEM AWAY
Loans made in all
aurrounding towns
Counties
In
and
any amount up to
POO on Furniture,
Automobile, Livestock,
ComakeP,
Signature.

BRCS Placirs
InGIN AT
$191350

TIE BM

biLl
t"goiamool. Mao
and local
Nees inev
os
duo to
choSoinnag
shipping
soisimunitist
ps.
halo..
onr.
vary isahrry

isin theseprice tap
TETT be completely down- toearth on the matter.
If you're thinking about a new
car this year, you probably have a
certain make in mind.
You may have an idea of its price
which seems to fit your budgetand the easy way is to stop right
there.

Now we don't want to put you
to extra bother, sir-but have you
got Buick's delivered prices toot
Did you know they start just above
the very lowest, run under those
on many sixes?
Did you know that every Buick
power plant is a valve-in-head
straight-eight (which makes it 10%
more efficient to start-with)-and
a high-compression Fireball engine to boot?

That each has a ride-steadying
torque-tube drive, where common practice is to drive through
the springs, which means they
have to be stiffer?
Have you looked tit the room in a
Buick-have you tried out the
easier parking and handling of its
tidy over-all size-have you figured that its bold front end is a
protection against highi repair
costs as well as the most visible
style on the highway?
Are you remembering that there
are three Buick series-SPECIAL.
SUPER and RoADM ASTER-each
with its own price bracket, and
each with its own power plant
tailored especially for that series?
FTSAmolard

Have you 'sampled Buick's very
special ride, compared it with
others? Tried out the liquid
smoothness of Dynaflow Drive*?
Checked the actual records this
beauty is piling up (in such-things
as gas and oil eecnomyP
We're well aN4a:e that just
learning about such things- and
more that are equally interestingmay not put ou in a Buick.
We do think it's a shame to pay
the price of a Buick and not get all
it oilers.
If you'll just drop in to see us,
we'll show you what a glittering
array of values that is.

It0.4011t4.STER. color& at ezfra cost o 57:PER and STE !AL. math.

IIIIERTZVICR TOUR PRICE RANGE

Have you figured that every
Buick rides on four soft coil
springs where most other cars use
only two?

tells

2.57
11.86

ATLAS

01P
/
P
,

111!

Memo yew SD= dealer los•skiasonstratleise-fitight Nowt

TIRES • BATTERIES • ACCESSORIES

E. J. McCOLLUM
-AGENTSTANDARD OIL BUM PLANT
FULTON
PHONE 41

5 35

0

Grel.

to,. ft Hever I. TAYLOR AK N.nrotl every thoclar Bream.

Second and Carr Sts.
C. E. Hawkins, Minister
Sunday School .
... 9:45 a. m.
Morning Worship
1055 a. m.
M. Y. F.
6:00 P. M.
Evening Service ....... 7:30 p. m.
Mid-Week service Wed. 7:30 p. m

Church of God

...you

sow "it Same Mims.

Fulton

-Your Business AppreciatedCLYDE FIELDS, Mgr.

First Methodist
Church

SUDS!

PARISIAN

Telephone 9163

atik for it tither ao,
kit tradr-Inork4

1

‘
t
a

15.36
96.52
11.51
4.23
31 10
14.66

adds zest to the hour

FIELDS SERVICE STA.

Amount

51.22
107.58
16.92
6.96
8.20
16.95
4.49
18.17
18.17
56.41
27.63
13.18
14.43
16.92
10.72
15.66
10.72
5.74
26.41

refreshment-real refreshment-

Middle Road
Second ane Eddik.gs
BOB COVINGTON, Pastor
Sunday Schou!
.. 10:00 a. m.
E. RUEB, Pastor
Morning Worship
11:00 a. m
•
Sunday
School
10 a. m.
Training Union
6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship ....
7:15. p. m. Morning Worship
11 a. m.
Mid-Week Service '
Thurs.
Young People Meeting 6:15 p. nr.
Th
.•
7:00
Night Services
7 p. m.
Bible Study Wed.
St. Edwards Church
7 p. m.
Choir Practice Wed. 730 p. on.
510 Eddings Street
REV. THOMAS LIBS, Pastor
, Schedule of. massel 1, 3, 5 Sundays 10 a. m. 2-4 Sundays 8 p. m.
Confession before 8: o'clock mass.
Benediction
following Sunday
mass.
Across the street from the factory

Church Of The
Nazarene

34.63
96.16
18.95
25.87
8.61
45.6(
84.7f
80.51
27.55
14.70
8.71
10.00
18.17
258.03
8.47
16.87
42.60
29.40
42.45
4.75
31.74
73.51
80.73
44.34
24.40
27.52
8.20
8.20
55.53
10.11
26.67
30.02
45.57
43.08
19.41
8.35
27.52
105.62
37.51
33.05
27.45
5.12
41.86
21.93
57.44
3.25
6.96
18.44
22.56
71.19

Thirst, too. seeks quali[ey

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
Itleiti)111

1(HanCe

Walnut Street
Phone 1231
"Fultoe's FRIENDLY Loon Service

224 - 228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

When better automobiles are built BUICK will Issild them

Friday, March 31, 1950

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
'Our used cars are cars
you,will be proud
to own

CLASSIFIED,ADS
BU Y—SELL—MILK--111ENT

TAYLORS

with an economical classified
ad in this column, read each
week throughout the Fulton
trade area. No other method
leaches so many for so little.
First Insertion 3c per ward
(minimum, 50c)
Each Succeeding Insertion 11/21
Per word.

sed Car Lot
109 Church

Phone 183

Fulton, Ky.
.. Have two 6-ft SeaFOR SALE.
man Triple Tillers in good conCall or
dition priced right.
write to Chas. P. Noell & Sons,
Covington, Tenn.

We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office;
or mail it in with the money.
All classified ads are cash. in
advance.

OFFICERS' MEWING tonight,
7:30 p. m, All members invited.
Loyal Order of Moose, 212
Church Street, Fulton.

AUTO GLASS installed while
you wait Satisfaction guaran- FOR SALE: 1936 Plymouth. In
teeu Fulton Paint and Glass.
excellent condition. See Max
C(.. Phone 909.
Long at South Fulton Market.
inWELLS DRILLED: Pumps
FOR SACE: F-14 Fa;mall tractor
stalled. Parks Drilling Co, 304
and equipment; equipped to
HighPaschall Street. Martin
burn gasoline. In good condi1383.
Phone
way, Fulton, KY:
tion; priced reasonable. Paul
•
Logan, 1% miles west of State
SEE US FOR YOUR PHONOLine Station.
RECORDS: Latest
GRAPH
classics, or
'‘ pop-tunes,
45 RPM, etc. Standard or long
DR. J. W. TOSH
playing. Sport Center. 324 Walnut, Fulton,-Ky.
'EyesighOpecialist

Billy C. Fry
Jeweler
Watch and clock repairing
Prompt service
.
All work guaranteed
Phone 455
113 Washington Street
Across from the telirhone office
MAYI'AG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $124.95
and up. Sales and service.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201,
Fulton, Ky.
SEWING MACHINE, Sitiger, for
sale or trade. Repairs and parts
for all makes. Phone 85, Fulton.

_Roots ofCu/litre

Ce-x)ci taste

WEEKEND AND TERRACE PART/ES
-----_
QUEEN 0/D0, GORGEOUSLY
L
'
,.• 'I,
APPARELED AND BEJEWELED
SPENT-CARYNAG/N/AN

WEEK-

A

.'-t'
fc"--4S

.Y

.

-

,,..;._ .

0.
—
ENDS HUNT/NG w/TH A
4gijt 4.‘
s'.1 a ,
GOLDEN sow AND
--,
4140)P44
ARROWS.
'-) '.*)t,\%
'
10.•/
,
AMENM9TEPDY OF EGYPT 4
,,.
TERRACE
\l,\
PARTIES ON THE PALACE
ROOF. HE SERVED BEER..
IN LOTUS-SHAPED GOBLETS,
INLAID WITH GOLD
_
AND OEMs!
,s

OTSB.C.) GAVE

rTh

QUEEN ELIZABETH! MOST C
FAMOUS *ROYAL PROGRESSES.'i
TO HER FAVORITES. THE EARL
-OF LE/cESTERSKEN/LyeoRTH—
CASTLE../NaciDED FiR6vORKS,'
DANCING FLOATS AND MUTLIAL GIFTS.

A.UST1NLSPRINGS

THEN an( NOY/

. ,,,.... .....
qi4si

Krt.

II lea.

'I
Mrs. Carey Frieldi
Mrs. A. D. Mathie is. suffering I
from-flu and thus indisposed.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed -Friekls, have I
returned home from a visit with
the Earl Mitchell family in Paducah.
The small children of Mr. an..
Mrs. Harold .Tucker have been
confined to their rooms, victims
of measles.

Look For The

RED MARL
On Our Price Tags! It means special Bargain Prices!

of
Almost the tome family
Buton Lassiter have been laid up
with flu and baby son, Leslie, is
suffering from an ear infection
requiring some medical care
A series of meetings is in proBaptist
Salem
gress at New
Church this week conducted by
Rev. J. T. Drace who joins other
the
clibrches and ministers in
Crusade. An outEvangelistic
pouring of the Holy Spirit is hop•
ed and prayer for.

THE
EASTER SPECIALS F"le
HILDRI,1
BASKETS,EGGS,RABBITS, CHICKS

Percolator $:F1z:V 59c
Sauce Pan 59c
59c
Kettle
Towels
FACE
2for 15
CLOTHS
25c
Pantieso

, aonly

Value,

TODAYS WEEKENDS ARE ALSO
GLAMOROUS WITH ROMAN
TIC PEARLS, FiLiGREE
BRACELETS AND COCKTAIL
RiNGS, AND LOVELY
MODERN TABLEWARE.

Bill Doyle of Union' City was a
visitor with B. L. Doron and
family this past Sunday.
Karen, small daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Doyle Frields, is suffering from a gash on her leg sustained in a fall • Monday night
requiring some
while playing,
four stitches to close the wound.
The young Miss is able to
be
getting around.

Lea Peery is recovering from a
rather seVere attack of flu that
Fulton
206 Main St.
'kept him in the past ten days.
(Across from Bennett
•
reMrs. Ernest Poyner -has
Drug Store)
•
a'PruOM Porqic
turned home from Mayfield Hospita; and is now doing nicely to
Four Artists
E. Williamson, first vice. presiPALESTINE • the delight of many frien
Mrs. J. C. Rickman is inlprov.
dent; Mrs. Parks Weeks, second
(continued from page 1) 0
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
ed and able to be up some t her
vice president and general chairPitchford
Russell
Mrs.
and
Mr.
home near here.
man; Charles Fields, third vice
munity Concert Series are: Mrs president; Smith
Atkins, treas- and daughter, Amanda, visited
Tommie Rickman of Newark,
David Sundwictz, president; E urer; Mrs. Hendon Wright, corr- Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pewitt and N. J., is here on a visit with parafternoon.
Sunday
family
ents, and also visiting his brother,
esponding secretary; John AusColeman Evans, a patient in the Hayden Rickman and family in
tin; headquarters secretary Andy
pneumonia,
with
Hospital
5.00 PER WEEK
Fulton
Murray. Tommie is employed in
DeMyer, publicity Mrs. Gus Bard,
White Castle Cafe in the east adinner chairman; . Mrs'. M. W. is improving.
Sunspent
Nugent
Leslie
Mrs.
long with other Weakley CountHaws, concert chairman.
Harvey
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with
day
ians whb are making good in that
The tentative board of direct—
line of work.
Phone 55 ors for 1950-51 is as follows: Mrs. Pewitt.
204 Plain
Manof
Keely
Guerrant
Mrs.
Miss Johnnie Hammett of HolJ. E. Fall, Jr., Mrs. L. A. Clifton,
HudBailey
Mrs.
Kansas,
hattan,
low Rock and Union City spent
Mrs. C. L. Maddox, Mrs. Paul
Bowers
J.
C.
Mrs:
and
dleston
Mitchell,
this past 'week in
Westpheling, Vyron
Nashville,
Mrs. R W. Bushart, Mrs. J. C. spent Wednesday with Mrs. A. Tenn., train
after which " she
,Bard.
Roy.
Mrs.
and
Browder
M.
will 'enter Upon duties.in Union
Hancock, Mrs. H. N. Strong,
Mr. anci Mrs. Harold Pewitt City office work for construction
Charles Fields, J. C. Sugg, Mrs.
Sunday
spent
Harry,
son,
and
company. Miss
Steve Wiley, Mrs. Seldon Bugg,
Hammett has
Clinton, Mrs. Melvin- Phipps, with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. relatives here where she has fretown.
of
east
Nelson,
D.
quently visited.
Martin, Charles Dismukes, Union
.
• Saturday night guests of Mr.!
City.
were,
Caldwell
Clarence
Mrs.
and
the
for
headquarters
The
Eugene Cates, student of Tenof nessee University in
membership drivb is Fall & Fall Mr. and Mrs. Claud Nelson
Knoxville.
Herbert
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Dukedom,
may
tickets
and
spent last weekend with h's parInsurance office
and
Mr.
and
Nelson
Detroit
of
Tuesday
ents, Rev. and Mrs. Paul E Cate',
be secured there from
Mrs. Herbert GrisSom of Fulton. and his grandmother; Mrs. C. E
through Saturday at 5 p. m.
returned to Aikin,
Milton Browder
home in Oekridge, Tenn., Sat
•
Reservations Going Fast his
urday after a' weeks visit with
For Jr. Woman's Party parents.

cover

SI. Value,

3-Qt. Aluminum,
with cover
50c Value

TURKISH
BATH SIZE

15.- Value

TURKISH

•

Earle Hotel

Traditions
that are made
-not horn

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watts, Mr. I
Card playing enthusiastica are
urgently reminded by Miss Jean and Mrs. Wilbur Hardy and fam- I
Atkins, general chairman of the ily, Mr. and MTS. Jamie Wade
Junior Woman's Club Benefit and sons attended the HardySunday
wedding
tirdige Party to niaire reserva- Und.rwrml
T illertv Church. '
1
.
tions at once as the largest crowd moraine "
in recent veers is expected to be -Mr. and Mrs. Will Leonard
Mrs. Kelly
"'sited her -islet%
on hand for the event.
April 11 has been set as the Browder in Oakville Sanitorium.
reported
date for the annual party to be Memphis Sunday and
held at the Woman's Club at 7:30 her improved:They also visited a
p. m. Reservations may be made friend, A. E.,...13ranch of Union
Atkins or any City, in Kennedy Hospital.
by calling Miss
moved
Carolyn Collier was
member of the Junior Woman's
Club. Prizes will be offered to the home Tuesday from Fulton Hossuccessful players in all games, pital after an appendectomy.
Including the increasingly popuPhone 470 For Job Printing
lar canasta.

SPRO1600
Wig
rr,S Mao
/00R!
11/0 roIN-Sit
T

The flag flying at the head of this advertisement is the award oPthe National Safety
Council to the Illinois Central — the nation's leading railroad in employe safety
in-1949. This is the'sixth, occasion since
1943 that the Illinois Central has been
cited for outstanding safety performance.
wc-A
Safety of employes, of passengers and of
freight is today an -Illinois Central tradition, built by miceasing effort and shared
by every-man and woman on the railroad.

W. A. JOHNSTON
President

ILLINOIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Main Line of Alid- 1iperica

r

BABY
PANTS

25c VALUE,

1 OC

RUBBER

'Look Thrik Our Store For Rod-Mark Specials!

BALDRIDGE'S
',;45-10-25c STORET:"

BMA L INSURANCE IS
IMPORTANT TO YOU
In the life of everyone of us there inevitably; copes a time when we must make preparations
and arrangements for the burial of a loved qne: The need for making these final arrangements
always comes when we should, above all, be free of the responsibility of distracting details.
And it is this important need that Burial Insurance so wonderfully fills.

AVAILABLE FROM BIRTH TO NINETY

Of all railroad traditions,, none ranks
higher than safety.

We believe that making our railroid safer
for our own people and for you is one 'of
the best ways of earning your continued
.friendship and patronage.

FO
3 3R

lure's how it works: For a small weekly, monthly ,or annual deposit you can pre-finance your
'uneral, as you may choose, and any member director of the Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial
Association, will accept your policy as payment in full.

This assures you complete freedom from worrisome details when death
strikes, because your funeral director immediately takes over.
This service is made possible to Kentucky Citizens through Comrnpnwealth Life Insurance Company of Louisville, Kentucky and the Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Association.
Among the many advantages of prefinancing a funeral through Burial Insurance are these:
Amazingly low cost—a burial policy on a baby can be bought for a nickel a week—a young
man in his twenties can buy $350 burial policy on the Ten Pay Plan, and he will never pay,
more than $255, to $260, depending on his age.
Double Protection—The Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Association and the Commonwealth Life Insurance of Louisville, one of the South's leading financial institutions, have
•
teamed up to give this tremendous advantage of Burial Insurance to Kentuckians.

A burial policy will assure you that your other savings arid insurance
will be preserved for your loved ones.
The following Funeral Directors are members of the Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Association, and recommend that their partons own a burial policy. For information see them, or call

Wartime Research Brings You This Amazing

Office Phone, 64, or your local Commonwealth Representative, Paul E.
Cates, Phone 153

IMPROVED MONARCH HOUSE PAINT
Tests show improved Monarch greatly outwears the bast of pre-war paints. Whiteness
lasts linger, film is tougher and smoother,
drying Is more even! That means it hes
greater resistance to cheeking,cracking sed
other failures, goes on muck rears easily.
Ask us what it can do for your home...
today/ Mew MOO Oak Ws:AM Mt*Oa

101111
SENDUN

HORNBEAK

FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOME

FULTON, KENTUCKY

FULTON, KEtErlICISS

EXCHANGE FURNITURE COMIA es r
Fulton

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION MAIL NAME AND ADDRESS TO

Commonwealth Insurance Office Box 129, Fulton, Kentucky
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